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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness Jnjhc Right
ROY, Mora County, New Mexico,
July 14," 1917,
Saturday,

Volume XIV.

Red River Bridge Tax Delinquents
Tax-Revie-

8 feet
k
pier 38 2 feet to
below the river bed and concrete
work was commenced Monday on
the East side, It will be a fine
bridge and well above any high
water of recent years but not
the scars made by flood on
the sides of the canyon. The
building of a road down the sides
of the canyon to the bridge which
will make it fit for into travel
will cost as mueh as the bridge
but it will be a thrilling trip to
make when completed. One of
the bridge men drove across

tax-pay-

bed-roc-

ve

Speaking of the ball game at
Springer July 1st. the Stockman
grudgingly tells the truth thus
"The Springer base ball team
contested with the Mills aggregation on the local dkmond last
Sunday and the contest which
was spirited and exciting from
start to finish, was witnessed by
a large crowd. At the end of
the game the score stood 8 to 6
in favor of the visiting team."
We know how it is - - The way
to prevent defeat is not to play

i

hand that feeds him and gives
him his.job. It furthur also
points out that County Boards
can employ special lawyers to
collect this tax and under the
law, pay such lawyers their fees
while the judgments are only entered againsttax dodgers and no
sale of property or other means
taken to make them actually pay
in the money thus robbing the
Court funds and making the
whole matter of collecting from
willful tax dodgers.a joke.
Mora County is not the worst
county in the state by any .means
Political barbarism runs rife in
many others. Socorro County
where Bursum is supposed to be
almost a despot, is $104,250.03
delinquent and assessments not
nearly up to known values and a
burden of about 30 percent is add
ed to the honest tax;: ayer.
There is much other informa-- 1
tion of interest in this magazine
and some things which it does
not attempt to. explain or deny
that eeriously affect the taxpayer but there are enough to
make any thinking man wish for
a different sentiment in the polit
ieal machínéry of his state.

war-pric-

Whfctaiiwyrrwagndun, who taught)
yotíonsto. t&Jf'
)
Who tugjfy your jjiona to whiné of peace with quaking

Fort Bliss Wednesday in his uniform. He looks every inch a
Lopez and Emilio
Remigio
and has improved in
Soldier
health and looks very materially Gongales and families were
during bis sojourn in the military guests at uhe Malaquias Baca
camp.

home in Mosquero Sunday.

Tom Taylor, the abstractor,
from Mora,' was in Roy Wednesday between trains on his way
home from a visit to his mother
jn Oklahoma,

Floersheim went to
Wednesday,
called
Springer
there by the illness of her son,
I. C. Floersheim of the times.
She will visit other friends fhere
also.
,
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Hotel

A

The Southwestern Hotel of Roy
has been the subject of several
deals the past week. Mrs. J. N.
Rénfro, who has been leasing '
the building and managing the
hotel for the past year or more,
has purchased the property in
cluding a number of vacant lots
adjoining on the north and she
has now leased it to J, F. Arnett
proprietor of the Home Restau
rant, who will conduct the busi-

the general felicitations.

big letters "The G. K. Block."
Grant resented it when ve
"Geek" us the proper
pronunciation.
Anywry it's, the
best piece of income property In

-
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Ranges

Hon. Jack Mills, U. S. Commissioner, J.P. fanner etc, of Solano called with his bride Saturday and admitted the truth that
he is married. From his diffident
conversation we gather that Jack
Pierce Mills and Miss Vera Marie
Burton were married at the home
of the brides parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. J. Burton, of Solano,
Wednesday, June 27th at "high
noon" the vows being administered with the ring ceremony by
Rev. Dr. H.R. Mills, of Clayton,
brother to the Groom, in the
presence of relatives and a few
specially invited friends.
Following the ceremony a wedding dinner bounteous and elaborate in keeping with the occasion
and such as few besides the
bride's mother know how to
prepare, was served and in the
evening the newly-wed- s
were
entertained at the home of the
groom's mother,
g
Mrs.
and on Thursday motored
to Claton in company with Dr,
Mills and family remaining until
the following Sunday when they
returned home and are since at
home to their friends at the
home of the groom's mother.
The groom was born at Danville, Kentucky, April, 23, 1S90
and has lived in N. M. for a
number of years. He is a member of the A. F. &A.M. the 1,0.
O.F. fraternities and has held
many positions of trust and
earned the high regard in which
he is held by many friends.
His bride was born at Corydon,
Iowa Mar. 16, 1900, but has lived
most of her life at Solano, well
educated, refined and highly accomplished she is still mistress
of the commoner duties' of life
which qualify her for home, maker. These with her more than
usual charms and a disposition cf
unusual sweetness, ma'ie her a
prize well worthy the man who
has who her.
Many beautiful wedding presents were tokens o- regard from
distant friends. The
j'cins in
Mills-Youn-

TjwcaáríéreMn the air?

Halhtihe&T jo?d

!
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ness in future beginning Satur
day of this week.
Mrs. Renfro will go to Spokane
Washington
to
visit
her
father who is an invalid and may
remain several months.
Her
children, except the youngest
boy, will live with Mrs. Ollie D.
Williams, of Solano, during her
absence, Miss Hattie, the eldestf
daughter, will continue her posi- tion as assistant nurse at Dr.
Self's Hospital.
On her return to Roy, Mrs.
Renfro plans to build a fine resi
dence on her lots near the hotel
for herself and family the make
her permanent home in Roy.

Fred Fluhman took out several
loads of lumber Monday to build
granaries for his wheat and
beans this fall. As usual Fred
has a bumper crop of both in
sight.
Hugh Martin, of Alva, 01:12,
drove in last week m his car and
is visiting the several hundred
Alva people here, lie says the
hot winds got his wheat at Alva
and he h coming here to live
justas soon .as possible. liis
land 22 miles north of Key Lis a
fine crop of wheat on it and he
will stay and harvest it.

;Mis3 Eeryl Applegale, is the
guest of Miss Mabel Brr.ce thi.s
week and spends her epare time
picking up speed as a compositor
in this office.
The sign on the frcr.t of r.ft
Kitchell building proc'a'i". it in
r:;'-geste- d

.,V1

Dr. A. L. Hofer, who was seriously ill last week is convalescing and is driving out in the
;A
country this week doing a little town.
advertising while getting able to
Henry Laumbach, of L?. Cueva
work again.
visited his brothers Dan ar,d
Pete Laumbach here the first of
week. He drove ever in his
the
'Mrs. A. L. Collins will be home
Ford and returned homo
the last of July after a year and
day.
a half spent in visiting daughters
and other relatives in Illinois.
The report of the e:;p!o:ion at
She will visit a son in North Da
the mare Island Navy Yard at
kota enroute.
Vallejo, California, Monday caused us to look at once in the i:;;t
We are m receipt of a list of
of killed and wounded. Ranc-ol1095 names and addresses of
Crouse, of Roy, has been employyoung men who registered for
ed there the pr.st yezr and the
Military service in Mora County
Vallejo, headline naturally made
It is sent by The County Exemp- us think of him.
It is a. little
tion Board, Rafael Romero Sec'v
hard to be patient whan tli2 U.S.
and we should like to print it as
treats these worse than pag. r.s
a matter of news if it wasn't so
like they were human. If every
expensive. It would take about
agent of the German governfive gallons of capital letters
ment in this country was exeat-e- d
more than we have to set it in
promptly when caught in
type.
such treasonable acts there would
at least be fewer of them to
We got in bad last week by rewatch.
porting the Solano ball game
from hearsay. The fact was SoT. M Ogden and son, Fred
lano romped on Mosquero after
the fifth inning when Mosquero and George Lucas are planninir
to the good and finished a sele for the 8th of August:
had
1
in favor of Solano. We They will sell a lot of good horses
apologize to Solano - - They cattle, farm machinery etc. The
should have had credit for this reason for selling is that trie
game as they sure earned this boys have good positions at Daw
son which they are not warrantvictory.
ed in leaving and the farm is too
Grunig Bros, limbered up their ))ig a proposition for T. 1,1. to
header outfit on Judge Foster's handle longer alone.
We will publish a list of the
wheat field. It is a fine outfit
thruout and will harvest a lot of property next week. Terms
whéat as it ought to be done be- will be 14 months without interfore the season is over.
est.
T--

Cr

Your Flag and My Flag

es

d

Mrs.

isxpux mahhood gone?

rs

The Roy School Board had 20
ton of coal stored at the School
house Monday for use the comMrs. Herman Goodman, of
met many friends while ing winter. The price now is atthe train stopped for dinner Sun- tractive and they plan thus to
day. She was enroute to Spring save materially on the fuel bill
boost the cost
er to visit her sister, Mrs. Max should
Karlsruher and family and pro- of coal later.
mises to return to Roy for a visit
later. The Goodmans have
Paul Anderson will take Bob
a fine home in Tucumcari Grunig with him as separator
and will occupy it in the near
man when he goes threshing
this fall. They have a nice run
promised and are getting ready
Prof. Trumbull came in from for it. One of their improvements
is a trap at the bottom of the
El Paso Wednesday and is lookblower which catches any
straw
ing over the harvest situation
grams
tnat carry over m tne
here. He tells us we will have
to the
over a quarter of a million bush- straw and returns them
every
gets
and
grain pan
els of wheat on this mesa if it
only averages 6 bushels per acre grain in the hopper where it
on the acreage he has recorded.
He is plnased with the prospect
Miss Cora Moore' has resigned
of harvesting all of it without
outsike help.
as central girl at Roy and return
ed to her home at Mosquero.
Miss Jeanette Lusk is now
Wolcott Russel came in from
pur-thase-

Amwjcwwwrrcrft

-

prosecutor must not bite the

'em.

"Little Joe" Goodman, of Tu- cumcari, visited friends in Roy
over Sunday, enroute home from
Las Vegas where he spent the
Fourth. He is the same popular
kid he always was and the city
,has not spoiled him in the least,
A sarty was given at Martins in
his honor Saturday evening. A
few of the young people were
invited and spent there a very
Dainty repleasant evening.
at the
served
were
freshments
(dose of the evening.

er

tax-paye-

from Wagoa Mound Saturday.
He reports skidding down the
west side and getting up the liill
on this side by the combined effort of the engine anda big span
of mules.

Hon. Severino Martinez, of
Black Lake3, was brought to the
home of his son, E. M. Martinez
.atCarriso and Í3 improving. Two
.daughters are here helping to
i caré for him.

w

taxe3. Our own Mora County
has delinquent taxe3 in the pa t
four years amounting to $ 36,463
.08 which the Review figures up
who does
makes the
pay his taxes pay $10.49 more on
every hundred dollars taxes than
he otherwise would have to pay.
Adding to this the property
unassessed in previous years and
we will see that honest
have been compelled to pay
more than one fourth more tax
than they would had the assessment been fair and all been compelled to pay their taxes.
The lawigoes to the extreme
allowing a penalty of 5 percent
on all delinquent taxes where
judgment is secured for the payment to hire special counsel as it
is said the District Attorneys
who are paid a salary will not
prosecute these tax dodgers, who
are usually party leaders of the
dominant party in the Judicial
district and, of course a Public

.

1--

Hymenial

The current issue of the N. M.
presents some startling facts regarding delinquent

on
A visit to the bridge-sit-e
Red River, west of Roy ' Sunday
confirmed the report that work
is progressing there. We saw it
only from the cliff a thousand
feet above it but learn that the
excavation is compJeted for one

Number 25
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Your flag and my flag!
And how it Flies tcday
In your land and my land
And half a world away!
Eose-reand blood red
The stripes forever gleam;
e
and
The good forefathers dream;
e
and true blue, with stars to gleam aright
The gloried guidon of the day; a shelter through the night
d

Snow-whit-

soul-whi-

le

Sky-blu-

Your flag and my flag!
And.O, how much it holds- -'
Your land i.nd my land
Secure within its folds!
Your heart and my heart
Beat quieter at the sight!
d
and
Red and blue and white.
The one flag the great flag the flag for me and you
Glorifies all else beside tha red and white and blue!
Sun-kisse-

wind-tosse-

d,

,
Your flag and my flag!
To every star and stripe
The drums beat as hearts beat
And fifers shrilly pipe!
Your flag and my flag
A blessing in the sky;
Your hope and my hope
. It never hid a lie!
Home land and far land and half the world around,
Old Glory hears our glad Ealute and ripples to the sound!
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

HEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUQHT FROM THB NITWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THI WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK

The San Salvador volcano was li
eruption for two days, but no damage
was done.
Elihu Root, bead of the American
mission to Russia, has donated 5,000
rubles to the soldiers of Moscow.
Four youths were killed and nineteen persons injured when police and
troops fired on a mob which was pillaging shops in Amsterdam.
The Canadian house of commons
adopted the resolution by Premier
Borden passing to second reading the
bill for compulsory military service.
Fighting began at Lang Fang, about
thirty-fivmiles southeast of Peking,
between the troops of General Chang
Hsun, supporter of the monarchy, and
the forces of the Republicans.
Premier Lloyd George announced in
the house of commons that the Irish
convention would meet July 25 to deal
with preliminary business, including
the appointment of a chairman.
A
German statement
reaching Copenhagen reports that
food riots occurred not only In Stettin and Dusseldorf, but also in two
cities, Glelwlti and Hinden-burg- .

ÍNEW MEXICO
I

CLARK OFFICIATES WHEN LI NOSEY VI8IT8 AMARILLO.

STATE NEWS

Weatera Newepaper Union Nawa Bar, Ice.
CONING EVENTS.
Aug-- .
17. Bar Association matting

Koawell.
Seventh
Naw Mexico Fair

Bept.

SENATOR AS .GOVERNOR

26-1- $

AIRSHIPS RAID

I

Line of Succession Stretched to Limit
Whsn President Pro Tsm. of
Senate Becomes Governor,

Annual Northern
Raton,

DEAR

WOMEN AND CHILDREN
IN

STREETS A8 HEART OF

Waatern Newapaper Union Newe Service.
Santa Fé, N. M. The line ot suc-

141

PERSONS INJURED
Ls Vegas gave $6,500 tor the Red cession was stretched to Its end when
John S. Clark of Las Vegas, president
Cross war fund.
pro tempore of the Senate of the State
The New Mexico National Guard
has 1,343 men, of whom 53 are offi- Legislature, became governor of New THREE GERMAN FLYERS FALL IN
Mexico.
He succeeded temporarily
cers.
DUELS WITH BRITISH
to the office of governor when GovThe Dona Ana Country Club was ernor W. E. Llndsey went to Amarillo,
MACHINES.
incorporated by five Las Cruces resi- Tex., to attend the convention
of the
dents.
Ozark Trails Association.
Waatern Newepaper Union Nawa Service.
The total of Red Cross contributions
The constitution of the state proin Santa Fé was reported as close to vides that when the governor is abLondon, July 9. The second de$4,400.
sent from the state, or for any other scent upon London by a squadron of
A barbecue was a feature of the reason is unable to discharge the du- airplanes was made Saturday mornFourth ot July celebration at Hot ties of the office, the lieutenant gov- ing between 9 and 10 o'clock, when
Springs.
ernor shall become governor. Next to the business section of the metropolis
Grant county's quota was $10,000 the line In succession Is the secretary was most crowded.
Although the German contingent
for the Red Cross fund, and $12,000 of state, who, in turn, 1b followed by
Operations were resumed in the coal was subscribed.
the president pro tempore of the Sen- was larger, more daring, more delibmines of district 18, United Mine
erate in Its movements, and descendThe cowboy reunion at East Las ate.
Workers of America, where several Vegas was
Ezequiel Cabeza de Daca was elected imich lower than on the visit of
suclargely
attended
a
and
thousand men have been on strike
ed governor last November. When he June 13, the number of killed and
In every way.
cess
reApril,
according to
since early in
as nominated he was suffering with
Sixty-twcandidates from all over pernicious anemia, and although he wounded was, according to the first
ports received at Calgary, Alberta.
official roll, roughly
the
the state took the Scotlsh Rite deThe note which the Argentine govtook the oath of office on Jan. 1, he previous casualty list. The destrucgrees at Santa Fe.
ernment has sent to Germany on the
never was in the executive office, but tion of property may have been greatU. S. District Judge Colin Neblett
sinking of the Argentine vessels OrRas confined to the sanitarium until er but that ls impossible to estimate.
ina and Toro, it is confirmed, demands appointed Don W. Lusk, U. S. com- the time of his death, which occusser
The flight of the Germans over Lonindemnity, satisfaction and assurance missioner at Silver City.
Dn Feb. 18.
don lasted about twenty minutes. BritSeveral farmers and ranchmen ot
that no more Argentine vessels will be
W. E. Llndsey, lieutenant governor,
ish airmen engaged the enemy for
San Miguel county have lost valuable lucoeeded to the office upon the death several minutes over the metropolis,
attacked.
According
t
to a dispatch from hogs during the past few weeks from ot Governor de Baca. Antonio Lucero, and
guns were firing
secretary of state, would be temporary briskly, dotting the sky with shrapnel
Buenos Aires to the London
Times cholera.
The archeological expedition that is governor of New Mexico now, but he puffs, but without success so far aa
the Argentine government has demanded an immediate apology and in- excavating the Hawaiku ruins at Zunl also is absent from the state. He ls concerned tbe destruction ot any of
'
skeletons not in robust health and has gone the twenty or more machines which
demnity from Germany for the tor- has unearthed ninety-eigh- t
north to consult specialists.
pedoing of the Argentine vessels inside a month's digging.
constituted the invading force.
It is under these circumstances that
Orlana and Toro and a guarantee that
planes
"The enemy's
José Mendosa, a native of Old Mexthe Argentine flag will be respected in ico, died at the county hospital at Senator Clark becomes the temporary were In the center of the formation,
the future.
Raton from the effects ot a gunshot governor of New Mexico. He had no surrounded and protected by fast
notice of succession, and was not in fighting scout machines.
wound
received at Koehler.
exTbe last units of the American
"Lord French reports that the total
peditionary forces, comprising vessels
Club women in the state will be In- the capital. In fact, he may not have
loaded with supplies and horses, ar- terested to know that the date of the known that he was governor, for he casualties reported by the police folrived in France amid the screeching next State Federation Convention haa may not have been aware that both low:
Governor Llndsey and Secretary LuKilled Metropolitan area: Men, 27;
of whistles and moaning of sirens. been set for Oct. 2nd to 6th.
from the state. women, 4; children, 3; total. 34. Isle
were
cero
both
absent
Their coming, one week after the first
Five men have been put to work
In the event that Senator Clark of Thanet, men, 1; women, 2; total, 3.
troops landed, was greeted almost as on the prospects ot the Guadalupe
warmly as the arrival of the troops Copper Company, Guadalupe county, should have left the state during the Total killed, 37.
absence ot Governor Llndsey and Sec"Injured: Metropolitan area: Men,
themselves, because it meant com- twenty miles south of Santa Rosa.
retary Lucero, New Mexico would 74; women, 29; children, 36; total, 139.
plete success of the undertaking.
Bernabel Duran, aged 13, was run bave been without a governor. The Isle of Thanet, women, 1; children, 1;
SPORTING NEWS
over by a Santa Fé freight train near line of succession does not extend be- total, 2. Total injured, 141.
Standing of Wtnlfrn I.ragae Ciaba.
Bernal and suffered injuries from
"One enemy machine downed by
CLUBS.
Won.
bost. Pet. which he died in the Las Vegas hos- yond the president pro tempore of the
45
30
Dea Moines
.600
Senate.
royal flying corps fell into the
the
43
82
.573 pital.
Lincoln
sea off the mouth of the Thames. Six
39
35
.527
Omaha
'
Tbe automobile license record for
37
38
.607
Denver
others were shot down.
Walton Extols Loyal Response.
86
87
.607 the first six months of 1917 has been
Bloux City
report
to
was
admiralty
able
The
36
37
.507
Joplin
Silver City. Congressman William
42
81
St. Joseph
.421 closed at the office of the secretary
that naval airmen who followed them
Washing25
60
.333 of state, with 10,995 automobilea li- B. Walton, in the House at
Wichita
ton, paid an enthusiastic tribute to to sea brought down three machines.
Willie Richie, former lightweight censed.
the loyalty, patriotism and efficiency
Berlin. In a renewal of their atboxing champion of the world enlisted
There is a strong probability that ot New Mexico in a speech in support
tack at Stanislau, south of Halicz, the
In the United States signal reserve within the next few weeks two more of the president's food control meascorps at San Francisco as a private.
guns will be organ- ures. He pointed out that New Mexi- kfy to Lemberg, Russian troops have
batteries of
Robert A. Gardner, national amateur ized as units ot the New Mexico Na- co has Increased her production 25 gained ground.
German efforts to dislodge the Rus-- ,
'
golf champion in 1915, has applied for tional Guard.
per cent, has set an example Of efat Godov and Koniuchy failed.
slans
a place in the officers' reserve trainThere is' a strong probability that ficiency in mobilizing food resources,
Efforts of the crown prince again
ing camp which is to open at Leon within the next tew weeks two mora and has shown she has no slackers
Springs, Tex., Aug. 27.
Incidentally Mr. to force back the French north of the
guns will be Or- nor
batteries of
Chem-I- n
Miss Leslie Lebeaume of St. Louis ganized as units ot the New Mexico Walton predicted a 45,000,000 pound Alsne to regain the line of the
des Dames failed. The German
crop of beans in the state this year.
was defeated in the sixth round of the National Guard.
losses were heavy.
great Dakes tennis tournament for
The body ot Guadalupe Munoz, a
East of Cerny Gen. Petaln has enwomen at the Rockhill Club at Kansas laborer in the employ ot the Chino Next Training Camp Opens Aug. 27th.
larged
the ground captured July 1,
City by Miss Louise Hammann of Copper Company
Santa Fé. Col. J. C. Lockett, Unitat Hurley, was
on
and
the left bank of the Meuso
Kansas City.
found dead on a road leading north- ed States army, is now here to reerdun
the French have carried,
neat
throughout
ceive applications from
east from that town.
GENERAL
.
strong
salients.
three
New Mexico for the next officers' reThomas Winch Barrett, 21, CleveA fire which caused a loss of upImportant developments are excamp which opens Aug.
serve
training
land, Ohio, was the first American wards of $3,000, destroyed the launpected in Germany In a few days. The
army man to be killed in action in dry, garage, wood bins and pump 27th at Leon Springs, Texas. New Kaiser hurried to Berlin, from Vienna,
camp
house at the New Mexico Cottage Mexico's quota for the second
France.
Is 68 men.
The second camp Is to to confer with Hindenburg and
Rumors circulated at San Gabriel, Sanatorium at Sijver City.
provide officers for the second army
Cal., that Miss Anna Patton was enJoseph Evans, aged 29, who acci- of 500,000 men to be raised in this
gaged to Gen. John J. Pershing were dentally shot himself In the foot country.
Wilson has Issued a proclamation
emphatically denied by Miss Patton. while hunting about a month ago,
for government control of American
exports.
George J. Gould, Jr., son of tbe New died at Hillsboro following tbe amPlant Big Acreage in Potatoes.
York banker and railroad magnate, putation of the injured member.
Alamogordo.
The Mescalero Indian
was married at Philadelphia to Miss
Date Not Set for Miners' Strike.
It is stated that the Wilson Com- armors have Increased their potato
sesLaura M. Carter of Freehold, N. J.
Leadville. After a three-hou- r
pany, of Mills, has a 1,700-acrbean acreage by about 2,500 per cent this
sion Saturday night the executive
Officers were unable to secure a patch. A fair yield On this acreage year
over last. In other words last
adjourned
clew to the murder of an unknown will produce enough to give 160,000
year there were only three acres of board of the miners' union
fixing a dale for the calling
man who was found with his head soldiers a feed of beans every day for potatoes on
the reservation and this without
of a strike here.
crushed In a boxcar near Laramie, a year.
acres.
year there are seventy-eigh- t
Wyo.
A Gila monster was found near the
8EIZE AND BUY SPIRITS IN BOND.
A special mining commission of the institute for the blind by C. C.
Land Grant Trustees Reappointed.
ministry of trade decided to recomof Albuquerque.
The monster
East Las Vegas. Judge David J. Senate Favors National Prohibition
mend the transfer to American bands was captured and is now on exhibiDuring War, With the Exception
of a great part of the Russian em- tion in the window of the Commercial Leahy has reappointed the members
of Beer and Wine.
til the board of trustees ot the Las
pire's mines and other mineral depos- Club rooms.
Washington.
The Senate brought
grant,
serve
will
who
for
Vegas
land
its.
A flying squadron of speakers,
more. The present board the prohibition fight practically to an
Newton D. Baker, secretary of war, which toured Sierra county at the two years
In its present personnel end late Saturday afternoon, voting 45
told an audience of 25,000 at the sta- suggestion of the State Council of has existed
years. To it belongs to 37 to substitute the Robinson adsix
for
about
dium of the College of the City of Defense, moved the county to greater
ministration amendment as amended
New York, that while the nation was efforts to comply with demands for credit for having brought about the
prohibition.
for the House bone-drcomplesigning
for
contract
of
a
the
preparing on a gigantic scale for war, agricultural and economic preparedTbe Robinson amendment as amended
sysVegas
irrigation
tion
Las
the
of
"we must fight for democracy here ness.
tem. The plant will be completed this provides:
at home as our armies will fight for
The picture of the late U. S. Dis- year, it is expected.
First For the flat prohibition of the
democracy abroad."
trict Judge William H. Pope, at one
use of foods, feeds and fruits in the
a
AH employés of the Atchison,
time chief Justice of New Mexico,
manufacture of distilled beverages.
Valuation of Telephone Lines.
except which was sent from Atlanta, Ga., to
& Santa Fé raih-oaSecond For the commandeering of
Santa Fé. The State Tax Commis- all distilled spirits in bond at cost plus
those whose contracts involve collec- be placed in the capítol, has arrived.
tive bargaining, will receive a bonus Judge Pope died last summer in At- sion ls Interested In the official report 10 per cent profit to the distillers..
of 10 per cent on Dec. 31 for the pe- lanta, after a long illness. He is bur that telephone lines in Arizona have
Third For the exemption of distillriod from July 1st to Dec. 30th, it led in Falrview cemetery at Santa been valued by the Arizona Tax Com- ers from all taxes on spirits commanmission at a gross ot $2,883,587 on
was announced by the president of the Fé.
deered.
miles of wire, a gain of 6,718 miles
road.
Fourth For the prohibition of the
All saloons in the mining camps
importation of liquor.
Acting under special orders from of the Gallup American Coal Company over last year.
It completely ignores the question
the department of Justice at Washing- were closed following the strike of
ton, United States Deputy Marshal miners at Gallup under the leader- Santa F Brakeman Instantly Killed. of prohibiting beer and wine.
Immediately after the adoption of
Llnford Denny at Trenton, N. J., ar- ship ot an Austrian now under indictEaBt Las Vegas'. William Apgar,
rested Prof. Jonathan Zenneck, Ger- ment for refusing to register. Recog- aged 45 years, a Santa Fé brakeman, the amendment, Senator Simmons,
man radio expert, and took him to nition ot the union ls demanded. The was instantly killed at Wootton, Colo., chairman of the finance committee,
Ellis Island, where he will be in- company has refused to grant recog- when a switch engine pinned him moved to recommit the $1,670,000,000
against the rear coach of train No. 8. war revenue bill.
nition.
terned for the duration of the war.
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RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
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ABOUT THE WAE
Northwest of Selo the Italians have
gained f round.
German attempts to fraternize with
Russians were answered by Russian
Suns.
Dr.

It Is
von Bethman-Hollweg- ,
said, will announce new peace terms
In the reichstag.
Violent artillery duels raged Friday
between
the French and Germans
northeast of Soissons.
Germans were driven back in their
great offensive against the French,
leaving the field strewn with dead.
Nine German air raiders were repulsed in an attempt to attack the
Russian aviation base in the Gulf of
Riga.

From April 15 to June 30, the
troops on the western front
captured 63,222 prisoners, including
officers.
Since the beginning of the war the
British have captured 117,776 prisoners exclusive of natives taken prisoners in the African campaigns.
Training bases for American troops
in France are ready for occupancy.
They include aviation, artillery, infantry and medical bases.
Final contingent of first American
army for active service arrives safely
In France, completing original army
ordered abroad by President Wilson
Franco-Br-

itish

May 18th.
MaJ. Gen. Maurice asserts

that the
British in France have not lost a gun
since April, 1915; and, since the beginning of the war, have taken 739
guns and lost 133.
The total number of Germans killed
from the beginning of the war to
March, 1917, is not less than 1,500.000,
according to an estimate reached by
French general headquarters.
Russian troops have' occupied the
Gallclan villages of Fresovce, Zbor-f- f
and Korshiduv. The Austro-Germáforces have retreated westward
across the Little Strips river.
French repulsed four heavy attacks
by the crown prince in his effort to
regain positions in the region of Mont
Haut and Mont Carnillet Friday. His
losses were heavy. The French have
held all gains made.
The Orleans, the first American
cone after the
ahip to pass the
submarine campaign was launched,
was torpedoed and sunk by a submarine on her return to France frofi the
United States. Four lives were lost,
but the naval gun crew was saved.
WESTERN
Gall
mine owners refuse
to recognize union.
Troops of cavalry arrived at Globe
to suppress strike disorder.
William Dannecker, aged 53, was
beaten to death in St. Louis by his two
sons, Theodore, aged 13, and Herman,
23 years of age.
Midwest Refining Company directors took initial steps toward increasing the capital stock from 320,000,000
to 10,000,000.
The strike in the Arizona copper
fields has been extended to Jerome,
where 250 men quit work Friday in response to an I. W. W. call.
Charles H. Moyer, president of the
International Union of Mine, Mill and
Smelters Workers, said in Denver, Friday, that things looked favorable for
an early settlement of the strike in
i
district In Arizona.
the
Globe-Miam-

WASHINGTON
Eleven National Woman's party
militants were sentenced to three days
In the workhouse by Judge Mullowney
after having been convicted of disorderly conduct in "picketing" the
White House.
Latest reports to the war department show that the total strength of
the national guard now is somethinc
over 300,000. More than 100,000 men
are still needed to bring the guard up
to war strength.
Wilson and Mia
Mrs. Woodrow
Helen Bones have turned over the
product of their own handiwork in one
month's sewing for the Red Cross-f- our
dozen pairs of pajamas and an
equal number of sheets and pillow
cases for distribution among the Red
Cross societies of England, France,
Italy and Canada.
Chinese movement to restore Mancha dynasty not united.
Activity of German spies in U. S.
would alarm world if known.
' Short shift will be the portion of
any proven German spies rounded up
in the hunt for betrayers of America's
transports at sea.
'
An additional war loan of $100,000,-00- 0
was made to France, bringing the
total of credits to that country to
$310,000,000 and the grand total of
American loans to the allies to
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Forest Fires Decrease.
Forest fires reported to the Massachusetts state forestry department by
the fire observation stations this year
amounted to 1,281, and the total daw
nge from the Are is estimated at
?:G,000.
Last year 3,008 Area were
reported, with a loss of $141,07.1 worth
of property. Of these fires 844 are
claimed to have been set ty sparks
from railroad locomotives.
Bed Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
farther thxn liquid blue. Get from any
grocer. Adv.

Little Bodily Energy In Potatoes.
of potatoes yields hardl)
ns much body energy as a
pound of rice, cornmeal, or wheat
This ls partly because they are much,
more watery and partly because a
large proportion is discarded with the
skins. Part of this loss ls Inevitable
because the skin Itself ls not usually
considered good to eat but the more
carelessly potatoes are pared, the more
of the valuable edible substance goes
with the skin.
A pound

one-flft- h

Bathe

In

Moonlight

The pale moonlight that bathes eaei.
night the several hundred frame buildings at Fort Benjamin Harrison which
house the student officers and the regular army men, shines also over the
tents of two Indiana National Guard
companies, the first Indiana field hospital and Ambulance Company No. 1.

Late

In

the afternoon is bath time

with the student officers, and with the
regulars, and the bathhouses, one for
each company, are about the busiest
places at the fort, especially after a
round of trench-digginBut the men
of the field hospital don't care for
bathing In the afternoon. Night time
Is the time for them.
Their bathhouses are ns open as the air, the
bathing facilities provided consisting
only of showers set np In the open
back of their camp. So, late In the
evening, guards are set out, and forms,
pnllld in the moonlight, emerge from
the tents, run to the showers, shiver
In the cold water, and beat a hasty
Indianapolis
retreat to the tents.
News.
Disproving a Theory.
The man who had a theory was expounding It.
"Everybody Is more or less of a
poet," he said. "There's not a person
on earth, nnd there never has been a
person who hadn't a spark of divine
afflatus. It's only a matter of degree
of Inspiration or power to express, that
makes the difference."
"I disagree with you," put In an
auditor, positively. "There was one
man who couldn't have been a poet."
"Who was that, may I ask 1"
"Adam."
"ITow do you make out that Adam

couldn't have been a poet?"
"Why, that's simple. Poets are born
nnd not made."
Cleveland
Plain
Dealer.

y

Grape-Nut- s

40,-71- 2

campaign in MexSince the pro-allico was first started by El Universal
in Mexico City, the sentiment favoring the allies has reached national
Mexico and during the last thirty days
a well defined movement favoring
an open break with Germany and ths
alignment of Mexico on the side ot
the entente allies has developed.
West Virginia may not be "bone
dry" under provision of the Reed constitutional amendment if enforcement
of the federal statute is left to state
prohibition officials.
y

Adjutant General James Baca, who
has returned to Santa Fé from an inspection of the militia camp at Albuquerque, reports that the 1,300 men
are in the best of health and spirits
and that tbe camp is rapidly helng
licked into proper shape. The men
are well rationed and equipped.
The marking of the Old Trails
Highway from Holbrook, Ariz., to Albuquerque by way of Gallup, with
metal signs will be started soon. One
hundred and forty two signs have been
shipped to Albuquerque for distribution along tbe route.

Two 8ent to Pen; One for Life.
East Las Vegas. Two men who
probably will never see the light of
day as free men were lodged in the
state penitentiary at Santa Fé by
Sheriff Delgado of San Miguel county.
Juan Angel, who pleaded guilty at the
recent term of court to the murder of
a man last December, will serve from
ninety to 100 years In the penitentiary,
or until death ends his sentence. Candelario Ortiz, an old man, will serve
f
years to four
frota two and
years, for cattle stealing.
one-hal-

Jerome Minera Refuse to Strike.
Jerome, Ariz., July 9. Members ot
the Jerome local of the International
Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter
Workers, rejected Saturday by a vote
of 470 to 194 a proposal to submit to
the membership a strike vote on the
question of joining with the Metal
Mine Workers Industrial Union ot the
Industrial Workers of the World, in
the strike declared 'by the latter organization in the Jerome copper

Made from choice whole
wheat and malted barley,
this famous food retains
the vital mineral elements
of the grain, so essential
for balanced nourishment, but lacking in
many cereal foods.
From every standpoint
flavor, rich nourishment, easy digestion,
convenience, economy,
health from childhood to

'good

old age

Grape-Nut-

s

food.

"There'i a Reason"
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"Why not?" Wilson demanded, half Irritably. The secret is out Everybody
knows who yon are. And now, because
a boy who wouldn't have lived any-ho-

w

"

"That's not it," K. put in hastily. "I
know all

that I

guess

I

could do It

and get away with it as well as the
average. All that deters me I've never
told you, have I, why I gave. up before?"
Wilson was propped up in his bed.
K. was walking restlessly about the
room, as was his habit when troubled.
"I've heard the gossip ; that's all."
"You know what I always felt about
the profession, Max. We went Into
that more than once in Berlin. Either
one's best or nothing. I had done
pretty well. When I left Lorch and
built my own hospital, I hadn't a doubt
of myself. And because I was getting
results I got a lot of advertising. Men
began coming to the clinics. I found I
was making enough out of the patients
who could pay to add a few free wards.
I want to tell you now, Wilson, that
the opening of those free wards was
I ever perthe greatest
mitted myself. I'd seen so much care
less attention given the poor well,
never mind that It was almost three
years ago that things began to go
wrong. I lost a big case."
"I know. All this doesn't influence
me, Edwardes."
"Walt a moment We had a system
tn the operating room as perfect as I
could devise it I never finished an
operation without having my first as
tdstunt verify the clip and sponge
count But that first case died becuuse
i sponge bud been left In the operating
Held. You know how those things go ;
you can't always see them, and one
goes by the count, after reasonable
caution. Then I almost lost another
cuse in the same way-7-- a
free case.
"As well as I could tell, the precau
tlons bad not been reluxed. I was doing from four to six cases a day. After
the second one I almost went crazy.
made up my mind, if there was ever
another, I'd give up and go away."
"There was another?"
"Not for several months. When the
last case died, a free case again, I per
formed my own autopsy. I allowed
nly my first assistant In the room. lie
us utmost as frenzied as I was. It
wiis the sume thing again. When
told him I was going away, he offered
to take the blame himself, to say he
luid closed the incision. lie tried to
mike me think be was responsible.
Knew better."
"It's Incredible."
"Exactly ; but It's true. The last pa
tleut was a luborer. He left a fumily.
I've sent them money from time to
time. I used to sit und think about
he children he left, and what would
income of them. The Ironic part of it
wus that, for all that had huppened,
wus busier all tne time. Men were
sending me cases from all over the
country. It was either stay and keep
on working, with that chance, or quit
I quit."
"But If you had stayed, and taken
xtrn precautions"
"We'd taKen every precaution we
I

I

knew."

Neither of the men spoke for a time.
K. stood, his tall figure outlined against
the window.
"That's the worst is it?" Max Wil
son demanded at last.
"That's enough."
"It's extremely significant You had
an enemy somewhere on your staff,
probably. This profession of ours Is a
big one, but you know its Jealousies.
Let u man get his shoulders above the
crowd, and the pack is after him." He
laughed a little. "Mixed figure, but
you know what I mean."
K. shook his head. He had had that
gift of the big man everywhere, in
very profession, of securing the loyalty of bis followers. He would have
trusted every one of them with his life.
"You're going to do it, of course."
"Take up your work?"
"Yes."
He stirred restlessly. To stay on, to
be near Sidney, perhaps to stand by
as Wilson's best man when she was
married it turned him cold. But he
did not give a decided negative. The
sick roan was flushed and growing fretful ; it would not do to irritate him.
"Give me another day on it" be said
at last. And so the matter stood.
Max's injury had befen productive of
good, In one way. It had brought the
two brothers closer together. In the
mornings Max was restless until Doctor Ed arrived.' When he came, he
brought books In the shabby bag his
beloved Burns, although he needed no
book for that the "Pickwick Papers,"
Uenan's "Lives of the Disciples." Very
jften Max would doze off; but at the
cessation of Doctor Ed's sonorous
voice the sick man would stir fretfully
and demand more. It pleased the older
man vastly. It reminded him of Max's
boyhood, when he had read to Max at
Might For once in the last dozen
frtirs, he needed him.
"Go ou, Ed. What in blazes makes
ou stop every five minutes?" Max
or 4y.
pro-vjk'jt-

Doctor Ed, who had only stopped to
bite off the end of a stogie to hold in
his cheek, picked np his book In a
hurry, and eyed the invalid over it.
'Stop bullying. I'll read when I'm
ready. Have you any idea what lm
reading?"
"Of course."
"Well, I havea't For ten minutes I've
been reading across both pages 1"
Max laughed, and suddenly put out
his hand. Demonstrations of affection
were so rare with him that for a moment Doctor Ed was puzzled. Then,
rather sheepishly, be took It
"When I get out" Max suld, "we'll
have to go out to the White Springs
again and hove supper."
That was all : but Ed understood.
On the day when K. had told Max bis
reason for giving up his work, Sidney
spent her hour with Max that evening
as usual. His big chair hud been
drawn close to a window, and she
found him there, looking out She
kissed him. But instead of letting her
draw away, he put out his arms and
caught her to him.
"Smile at me. You don't smile any
more, xou ougur. 10 sinue;,your

mouth"

"I am almost always tired J that's all,
Max."
She eyed him bravely.
"Aren't you going to let me make
love to you at all? You get away be
yond my reach."
"I was looking for the paper to read
to you."
A sudden suspicion flamed In bis
eyes.
"Sidney, yoii don't like me to touch
you any more. Come here where I can
see you."
The fear of agitutlng him brought
her quickly. For a moment he was appeased.
"That's more like It How lovely you
are, Sidney I" He lifted first one hand
and then the other to his lips. "Are
you ever going to forgive me?"
"If you mean about Curlotta, I forgave that long ago." '
He was almost boyishly relieved.
What a wonder she wusl So lovely,
and so sane. Many a woman would
have held that over him for years not
that he had done anything really wrong
on that nightmare excursion; But so
many women are exigent about promises.
"When are you going to marry me?"
"We needn't discuss that tonight.
Max. Can't we talk things over when
you are stronger?"
Her tone caught his attention, and
turned him a little white. He fuced
her to the window, so thut the light fell
on her.
"What things? What do you meuu?"
lie had forced her bund. She had
meant to wait ; but, with his keen eyes
on her, she could not dissemble.
"I am going to make you very unhappy for a little while."
"Well?"

"I've had a lot of time to think. It
am angry. I am not even
jealous. I was at first. It Isn't thut.
It's hard to make you understand. I
think you care for me"
"But, good heavens, Sidney, you do
care for me, don't you?"
"I'm afraid I don't, Mux; not

isn't that I

enough."
She tried to expluln, rather pitifully.
After one look at his fuce, she spoke
to the window.
"I'm so wretched about it. I thought
I cared. To me you were the best and
greatest man that ever lived. I when
I suld my prayers, I But that doesn't
matter. You were a sort of god to
me."
lie groaned under his breath.
"No man could live up to that, Sid-

ney."
"No. I see that now. But that's the
way I cared. It's just thut I never
loved the real you, because I never
knew you."
When he remained slleut, she made

an attempt to Justify herself.
"I'd known very few men," she said.
"I came into the hospital, and for a
time life seemed very terrible. There
were wickednesses I had never heard
of, and somebody always paying for
them. I was always asking, Why?
Why? Then you would come in, and a
lot of them you cured and sent out.
You gave them their chance, don't you
see? Until I knew about Curlotta, you
always meant that to me. You were
like Kv always helping."
The room was very silent In the
nurses' parlor, a few feet down the corridor, the nurses were at prayers.
"Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death "
The man in the chair stirred. He
had come through the valley of the
shadow, and for what? He was very
bitter. He said to himself savagely
that they would better have let him
tile.
"You say you never loved vat because
you never knew me. I'm not e rottei,
Sidney. Isn't it possible thut tlit man
you cared about, who who did his
best by people and all that Is the reul

me?"
She gazed at him thoughtfully. He
eyes,, the
missed something out
sort of luminous, wistful, greatness.
Measured by this new glance, so clear,
,
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the next there was the news that Mr. LONG WEDDINGS IN PERSIA
Le Moyne had been only taking a holiday in the gas office and that be was Ceremonies, Continuing Several Days,
really a very great surgeon and had
Among Most Curious and Elabosaved Dr. Max Wilson.
rate In the World.
The Street, which was busy at the
time deciding whether to leave the old
The marriage ceremonies which solsidewalks or to put down cement ones,
a wedding among the Mohamemnize
bad one evening of mad excitement medans of Persia are among the most
over the matter of K., not the sideand elaborate in the world.
walksand then hnd accepted the new curious
Any American bridegroom who dissituation.
likes what men are wont to describe
But over the news of K.'s approach
as the "fuss and bother" of a formal
ing departure it mourned. The Street
wedding should regard the case of his
mude a resolve to keep K it possible,
Persian brother aud take heart.
If he had shown any "high and mighti
The Persian ceremony may take
ness," as they called It, since the
one to two weeks for its complefrom
change in his estate, it would have lut
tion. Often the betrothal is a matter
him go without protest. But when a
of many years' standing, having been
man Is the real thing so that the
arranged by the parents when the prinnewspapers give a column to his havcipals were still young children. When
ing been In the city almost two years
the time for the marriage arrives the
aud still goes about in the same shabiy
guests are summoned by heralds, who
clothes, with the same friendly greetvillages,
go about the neighboring
ing for everyone, It demonstrates clear
bearing gifts, of apples, cloves and
ly, as the baritone put It, that "he's got
roses to accompany the Invitations.
no swelled head on him ; that's sure."
hurt
When some powerful personage is to
Why hadn't they let him die? He
A little later, K., coming up the
be Invited, the father of the bridedidn't wont to live he wouldn't live. Street as he had that first day, beard groom does not send a herald, but goes
Nobody cared for hlra He would
the buritone singing:
himself, bearing as rich a present as
His eyes, lifted from the ring, fell on 'Home li the hunter, heme from the hill. he can afford to give.
the red glow of the roses that had come And the kullor, borne from the sea."
Before the wedding there is also a
that morning. Even in the hulf light,
Home! Why, this was home. The curious little business arrangement enthey glowed with fiery color.
Street seemed to stretch out Its arms tered into. This Is the matter of
The ring was In his right hund. With to him. The allunthus tree waved in "kaben," or the price of divorce. A
the left he settled his collar uud soft the sunlight before the little bouse. sum Is agreed upon In advance by the
silk tie.
Tree and house were old; September payment of which the future husband
K. saw Carlotta that evening for the hud touched them. Christine sat sew- can put aside his wife at any time.
last time. Katie brought word to him, ing on the bulcony. A boy with a piece When It Is desired to make the divorce
where be was helping Harriet close her of chulk wus writing something on the difficult, the kaben Is set at some Imtrunk she was on her way to Europe new cement under the tree, lie stood possible sum or commodity. The husfor the full styles that he was wanted buck, hcud on one side, when he hud band may be required to give the
In the lower hall.
finished, und inspected his work. K. bride a hundredweight
of mosquito
"A lady !" she said, closing the door reud in chulk on the smooth street :
wings, or one of his arms or legs, bebehind her by way of caution. "Aud
fore he can divorce her, a condition
i1 ax Wilson.
a good thing for her she's not from
which generally makes the marriage a
Sidney Pane.
permuneut affair.
the alley. The way those people beg
The baritone was still singing; but
off you Is a sin and a shame, and it's
The actual wedding festivities ex,
uow It wus "I'm twenty-oneand she's
not at home you're going to be to them
eighteen."
wus gone from tend over duys. The guests are given
light
The
from now ou."
In the house and served with
K.'s fuce aguin. After all, the Street rooms
So K. hud put on his coat and, with- meunt
Musicians
foods
and sweetmeats.
rich
for him not so much home as it
out so much us a glunce in Harriet's uieuut Sidney. And now, before very and dancing girls are hired to entermirror, had gone down the stuirs. Cur- long, thut book of his life, like others, tain them, and if the families of' the
bride und groom ore rich the favorite
lotta stood under the chandelier, and would huve to be closed.
sport of the Persians may be staged
he saw at once the ravages that trouHe turned and went heavily Into the
by a pair Of professional wrestlers.
ble had made in her. She was a dead
little house.
white, and she looked ten years older
After the celebration has lasted
Christine called to him from her litthree or four days the bride rides
than her age.
tle bulcony :
heavily veiled to her new home on
"I came, you see, Doctor Edwardes."
"I thought I heard your step outside.
She is followed by porters
horseback.
Evidently she found it hard to speak,
Have you time to come in?"
dowry on their bucks. The
bearing
her
"You were to come," K. encouraged
K. went through the parlor and stood
her, "to see if we couldn't plun some in the long window. His steady eyes wedding celebration then continues for
severul duys longer.
thing for you. Now, I think I've got it, looked down at her.
You know, of course, that I closed my
"I see very little of you now," she
The Russian Peasants.
hospital. They are trying to persuude complained.
And, when he did not
The tuking over of some of the
me to go back, and I'm trying to per reply linmedlutely : "Have you made
czar's landed possessions recalls the
suade myself thut I'm fit to go buck. uuy definite plans, K.?"
fact thut Albert J. Beverldge, In his
You see," his tone was determinedly
"I shall do Max's work until he is book, "The Russian Advance," pubcheerful "my faith In myself hus been
ugaln. After thut" lished u few years ago and in which he
pretty nearly gone. When one loses able to tuke hold
"You will go away?"
gathered political, soclul and economic
much
left."
that there isn't
"I think so. I am getting a good facts, states thut even then the Rus"You had been very successful." She
muuy letters, one way and unother. I sian peasunt wus looking forwurd "to
did not look up.
suppose, now I'm back In harness, I'll a second emancipation, giving them
"Well, I had and I hadn't I'm not stay. My old place Is closed. I'd go
new additions of lund absolutely aud
going to worry you about that My back
there they want me. But it without any cost whatever to themtry
to
We'll
forget
offer is this:
Just
seems so futile, Christine, to leave as I
peasunt ceased to
about about Schwitter's and all the did, because I felt that I hud no right selves." When the
rest, and if I go back I'll take you on to go ou ns things were; und now to be a slave he did not comprehend thut
be was still not free to use his muin the operating room."
cruwl buck ou the strength of huvlug ster's tools or to cut from the
"You sent me away once !"
hud my bund forced, und to tuke up
forests timber for ids use.
"Well, I can ask you to come back, things uguln, not knowing
thut I've a "The most curious situations," says
smiled
He
her
encour
at
I?"
can't
bit more right to do It thuu when I Mr. Beverldge, "are even yet arising,
agingly.
left I"
growing out of this inability of the
"Are you sure you uuderstand about
"I went to see Max yesterday. Yon peusunt to comprehend the obligation
Max Wilson and myself?"
know wbut he thinks about all that."
as well as the benefits of his emanc"Everyone makes mistakes now and
He took un uneasy turn up and down ipation.
Liberties are taken by the
then, and loving women have made mis the bulcony.
Russian peusunt with the property of
takes since the world began. Most
"But who?" he demunded. "Who a Russian proprietor whlrii would not
people live in glass houses, Miss liar- would do such a thing? I tell you, be tolerated for an Instant by an
Christine, it is impossible."
American In the same situation. In
She did not pursue the subject. Her all of this there is not the slightest
thoughts had flown ahead to the little Impertinence, not the least Intention
house without K., to days without his to wrong the landed proprietor, nor the
steps on the stairs or the heavy creak faintest conception ou the part of the
of his big chair overhead as he dropped peasunt thut there Is anything Immoral
Into it.
in what he does. He or his fathers
But perhaps it would be better if ho did the like before, and he Just conwent She hud her own life to live. tinues to do the sume as a mutter of
She hud no expectation of happiness, course."
but, somehow or other, she must build
on the shuky foundation of her marNew Medical Marvel.
riage a house of life, with resignation
Of all the remarkable medical
serving for content, perhups with fear
prohubly the most marvellurking always. That she knew. But ous is a new antiseptic solution perwith no active misery. Misery implied fected after ten years' worh by Dr.
affection, and her love for Pulmer was Wilfred Frullck of New York; Dr. Osquite dead.
car Eckstein of the University of Ber"Sidney will be here this afternoon." lin, and Dr. A. C. Allen of the Univer"Oood." His tone was noncommit- sity of Chicago.
tal.
It Is superior to the famous Carrel-Dukl- n
' "Has it occurred to you, K., that Sidsolution because,' in addition to
ney is not very happy?"
everything that preparation cun do, it
He stopped in front of her.
can be used on the brain and In the
"She's had a great anxiety."
abdomlnul cavity and can be injected
"She has no anxiety now. Max la directly Into the blood without dandoing well."
ger.
"Then what Is It?"
The lust named quality makes It of
"I'm not quite sure, but I think I startling significance in the treatment
know. She's lost faith in Max, and of blood poisoning.
she's not like me. I I knew about
soluWhile to put the Cnrrel-DaklPulmer before I married him. It's all
into the veins of a patient .would
tion
rather hideous I needn't go into it mean certain death, the new preparaBut Sidney has more character than I
tion, a chlorinated solution of
have. Max Isn't what she thought ho
of potash, can be run diwas, and I doubt whether she'll marry
rectly Into the blood stream without
him."
disturbing anything there except the
K. glanced toward the street whero
"I'm Sorry, Dear Max."
evil elements meant to be attacked.
Sidney's name and Max's lay open to
rlson. And don't make any mistake the sun and to the smiles of the Street
The Grouches.
about this: People can always come Christine might be right, but that did
Two men sat glaring and glowering
buck. No depth is too low. All they not alter things for him.
provincial Y. M.
need is the will power."
Christine's thoughts went back in- at each other In a
He smiled down at her. She had evitably to herself; to Palmer, who C. A.
"Who are the two grouches?" a
come armed with confession. But the wus doing better Just now ; to K who
offer meant reinstatement, another was going away went back with an salesman asked.
"One is our hotel proprietor," a nachance. She would work her finger- - ache to the night K. had taken her In
ends off for him. She would make It his arms and then put her away. How tive answered, "and the other is the
up to him In other ways. But she could wrong things were i What a mess life editor of the local paper."
"What's got their goat?"
not tell hlra and lose everything.
was!
"Well," said the native, "it seems
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
"Come," he said. "Shall we go back
at our school treat last evening
that
and start over again?"
the magician asked for the loan of a
He held out his hand.
"Poor Jim."
They tell it of a place on Van handkerchief, und somebody handed
hi in up a big squure of muslin.
Buren street:
CHAPTER XXVI.
"The maglclun unfolded the square
"Here," suld the proprietor, "Is a
Lute September had come. The little gift for you and Jim. Each bot- and said:
"Thank goodness there's at least
Street hud been furiously busy for a tle is finest old whisky. You drop In
"
month. The cobblestones bud gone, ut Jim's on your way and give him one clean sheet In this town.'
And ever since then the editor has
and from curb to curt stretched smooth this, will you?"
"Certainly," cried the gmteful one. insisted that the magician was alludasphalt. To this general excitement
the strange case of Mr. Le Moyue hud Ou his wuy he fell and broke one ing to the hotel bedclothes, and the
hotel man has Insisted that it was the
added Its quota. One Uuy he wus in bottle.
"Poor Jim!" he muttered, picking editor's paper was being knocked.
tne gas office, making out statements
Washington Star.
that were absolutely ridiculous. And himself uu. ChJcugo Herald.

o appraising, he shrank back into his
chair.
"The man who did his best Is quite
real. You have always done your best
in your work; you always will. But
the other Is a part of you too, Max.
Even if I cared, I would not dure to
run the risk."
She took a step toward the door,
hesitated, came back, and put a light
hand on his shoulder.
"I'm sorry, dear Max."
She had kissed, him lightly on the
cheek before he knew what she Intended to do. So passionless was the little
caress that, perhaps more than anything else, it typified the change in
their relation.
When the door closed behind her, he
saw that she had left her ring on the
nrm of his chair. He picked It up. It
was still warm from her finger. He
held it to his lips with a quick gesture.
In all his successful life he had never
before felt the bitterness of failure.
The very warmth of the little ring

1
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FARM MORE

LUI

Cultivate for the Soldier

at the

Front.
This question of conservation of
food has become so agitated by those
who have a knowledge of what It
means in the preservation of Ufe, who
have made a study of the food condi
tions, and the requirements of the
country, that it Is beginning to arouse
the entire nation. The economist
whose duty It Is to study the output
and compare It with the consumption,
sees a rapidly creeping up of one on
the other, and, when the appetite of
consumption gets a headway on the
output, where will the nation be? It
Is time the people were aroused, for
there Is dunger ahead unless the Intelligence of the people Is awakened to
the facts. The crop of 1917 will be
less than an average one, and see the
work it has to perform. It has to
feed the man producing it, and he is
of less efficiency today than a year
ago. His strength has been reduced
by the drawing away of the thousands
from the farms, who are now In the
ranks of the consumer Instead of In that
of the producer. There Is an Inverse
ratio here that can only be understood when confronted with the appalling figures presented by those In
charge of the conservation work. The
army has to be fed, dependents cured
for, the navy has to have provisions,
and we cannot sit Idly by and see the
women and children of the countries
across the sea starve. There Is such
a great cull for active participation In
the matter of providing food, that
those who are left at home In charge
of this work have a responsibility
placed upon them fully as great os has
the man at the front who bus gone out
to protect the homes, the sanctity and
the honor of those who are left behind.
The producer should think only of
this; there should be economy, not
only of labor. Every acre of available land should be producing. Advantage should be taken of everv daylight hour. It must not be a cuse r,t
how much can we make. It must he
a case of "fight" with those who have
gone overseas, but In our way, fight to
win the war. Where that spirit pervades will be found the spirit of the
patriotic American. There Is no difficulty In securing land in any of the
states. It may be rented on easy terms
or purchased at low prices, and there
should be little difficulty arranging
with bankers to get the necessary
funds to carry on operations. Should
you not be able to get what you want
In your own state, Western Canada
offers an Immense wide field for operations at the lowest possible cost and
Americans are welcomed with open
arms. Homesteads of 160 acres each
may be had on easy conditions, and
other lands may he purchased at low
prices on ensy terms. The yields of
all kinds of small grnlns are heavy.
The prospects for a 1917 crop are excellent, and It looks today ns If there
would he as good a return as at any
time in the past, and when It Is realized that there have been yields of
bushels of wheat
forty and forty-fiv- e
over large areas this should be enNow that the two councouraging.
tries are allies and the cause is a
one there should be no hesitation
In accepting whntever offer seems to
be the best in order to Increase the
production so ncessary. and which
should It not be met, will prove a serious menace. Particulars as to Canadian lands, whether for purchase or
homestead, may be had on application
to any Canadian Government Agent.
Advertisement.
com-mo-

PUPIL

GAVE

TEACHER

n

AWAY

Told How, Instructor Managed to Have
Students Always Make Perfect
Record In Examination!.

schoolteacher was recently comon the success attending
the examination of her pupils. When
a question was put every hand In the
class was raised. Although more than
a score of questions were asked, In no
Instnnce was an Incorrect answer
A

plimented

given.
One of the teachers whose pupils
did not acquit themselves very creditably made an Investigation and succeeded In gaining the confidence of a

scholar under the care of her successful colleague.
"Now." she said, "how Is It that all
of you are able to reply to the
quee-tlons-

?"

"But we're not."
"At all events you put up your
hands as If you were."
"Yes, we all put up our hands. But
these who don't know the answer put
up their left hands, and those who do
put up their right hands. The right
hand boys reply ; the others don't."
FOR ITCHING, BURNING. SKINS
Bathe With Cutlcura 80a p and Apply
the Ointment Trial Free.
For eczemas, rashes, itchlngs, Irritations,

pimples,

dandruff,

sore hands,

and baby bumors, Cutlcura Soap and
Ointment are supremely effective. Besides they tend to prevent these distressing conditions, If used for everyday toilet and nursery preparations.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept L,
Boston.

Sold everywhere.

Adv.

Force of Habit
"I want three eggs and boll them
three minutes. I nm hungry how
soon can I have them?"
"In a minute, sir."

THE

The Spanish American
--

P.BJISTinil) AV003T

57.

SPANISH-AMERICA- N

t

1911

1115)

I'

(Near the Colfax County line)

IRVIN OGDEN, SP1
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
Sabtcriplwt

$1.50

Pr

Everyone Í3 getting ready for
harvest in this part now. Hoeing is also a feature on the farms

o

Yar

Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the
poatiflice in Roy, New Mexico.

u

j

J

jO

This nation, under God, (ball
have a new birth of freedom,
and that government of tho
people, by the people, for the
people, (hall not perish from
the earth. Lincoln.

'
I

IB

around here.
Rev. Dent filled his' regular
appointment Saturday, Sunday
and Sunday evening at New
Hope Church,
Several from this part attended the picnic af Sugar Loaf the

Fourth.
HERE'S

TO

OLD

BLESS

GLORY,

Mrs. Howell and daughter Ora
visited Mrs. Spencer Sunday.

GOD

HER!

Prompt and
Courteous Service

If anyone attempts to haul down
the American flag, shoot him on the
pot. John A. Dlx.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
The Celebration at "Sugar Loaf
Mt." July 4th was well attended. Meet each Sunday at 10r A. M
There was some good bronco at Christian Ohurcft.
Your
riding in the afternoon andi also presence' necessary.
a ball game. The dance in the
Rev, G. B.. Haia. Supt
evening was the best ever as the
Cunningham .sisters played the.
Y. P. S. C. E.
piano and were helped by their
R. C . Gruñí?, Pre&Ment
brother and Chester andDolphie
Miss mllian Gihnf.r, Sec'y.
Proctor who accompanied them
Meets at the Christian Church,
on the violin and guitar. Lots of
Rwy, N. M every Sunday evenpopular songs were rendered
ing at7o'clook.
A cordial welcome extended to
also.
all' visitor..
"My Country tis of Thee"
and other patriotic songs suitable
to the occasion.
CHRISTIAN
1

Someone played an April fool's
joke
on Ben Sañdün while he and
Mis3 Zella Everett in visiting
family
were celebrating at
Miss Ruth Robertson this week. his
"Sugar Loaf" when he returned
Tillman Cook of Dedman spent home from the dance he found
the Fourth with his sister Mrs. the mother dog had been, taken
away from her puppies which
Frank Howell.
were out in the granary, and shut
Mrs. Bacil Procter spent Sun- in the house. Also a good sized
day with her sister Mrs. Lowell. yearling steer was on top of the
Mrs. Robertson and Ruth visit- barn walking all over and could
ed Mrs. Darnell Saturday after not get off.

o

o

i

' Church Directory

Mountain View

in)

,

ROY

.

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at H a. m. 8,69 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service..
,

PLEASANT VIEW
First Snnday each Month
p.m.

at

3,

.

noon,

recent news item from Phoenix states that Arizona last year
received a total income from its
state lands of $132,000. and that
2,653,000 acres of the total of
lands granted to that state by
congress have now been selected
by the state. Without reflecting
in any way on the administration
of Arizona's state land grants it
is interesting to compare the situation in that state with that cf
New Mexico's state lands. In
this state practically the whole
of the 11,000,000 acres granted
to the state by congress, has
been selected. The income of
the state lands in 1916, credited
to various schools and institutions
was in excess of $750,000. The
total income of the present year
A

probably will pass one million
dollars. Not only has New Mexico completed selection of its
lands securing the choicest portions of the public domain by
early selection, but more than
7,000,000 acres of the total owned by the state is under some
form of income producing lease.

Crops are looking fine. in. this
Ernest Parkes and wife visit- neighborhood having, received
ed Mr. and Mrs. George Jordon several small rain lately.
Sunday.
is the. proud
Mr?. Roy

Goodman' s

MILLS
3rd Sunday
O..

at

ILOO a. m. 8PM.

W.

Hjan;

Pastor.

Jones
CATHOJlIC
possessor
a new "Meister"
of
Mr. Martin is here from OklaMass once each month at the
homa to harvest his wheat crop Piano.
Catholic Church. Dates announc12 miles north of Mills. He exed in advance.
pects it to make twenty bushels One of the Best for. a Home
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
to the acre. This is on sod. The
Priest in charge,
THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE
land was bought from the state 160 Acres three miles north of
good community.
Rich
last year by Frank Sims. We Koy, in
proud of this tod wheat crop soil and shallow water district.. Methodist Episcopal Church
"0 are
Good wheat land. $10.00 an acre
in our midst.
SERVICES ON KOY CIRCUIT
Terms
if desired. Business lot
It is announced from Wichita As announced Tuesday. John B.
ii Roy free to purchaser of the 1st & 3d Sjndavs- - at 7.20 P. M
that Thomas J. Guilfoil of Albu McManus, of Albuquerque forhomestead. Address
querque, formerly secretary of merly superintendent
of the
BAPTIST
American Land Company,
the Democratic state central com state penitentiary, has been apTucumcari, N. Mex. Second Sunday in each
25tf
mitte, who was appointed secre- pointed to succeed Mr.
month.
Guilfoil,
tary of the Federal Farm Loan in Wichita.
11 A. M.,
7.S0, P. M.
Service'
of Springer, N. M.. will be ia
The Floersheim Co is figuring
bank at Wichita several months
Roy
with a Denver, firm on the instal
Miss Gladys Judy came home
ago, will leve there for Washinglation of a refrigeration and ice
from
Albuquerque
to
chief
visit her
ton on July 15 to become
LODGE DIRECTORY
making machine in their new
parents,
Mr.
of
and
Emory
Mrs.
examiner and general auditor
store. This will, when installed
the Federal Farm Loan board. Judy on the homestead.
them cold storage and a
plentiful 'supply of ice- whento attend the Dental needs of ever ne(?ed.
I.
F.
this community.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 4G
Are ycu running a Headar this
YOUNG MEN - - - YOUNG WOMEN
Meets at its own Hall
George II. Impolmans., has Harvest? If s) you will want a
This
Every Wednesday
returned lrom Ttxas and is cn book of contract notes.. These
Evening
his claim a; Solano again. He are very convenient for keeping
reports corditions in Texas not your record on and a very safe Visiting Brothers always welso good as here.
and practical way of accounting. come..
altered or
To aid those whose plans for an education
R. C. G runic, N. G.
Book of 50. blanks with your
made uncertain by our entry into the Great War
ADVERTISED LETTERS
name printed in - - - 50 cents Wm. G.. Johnson Sec'y.
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,
while youi wait. At the

Roy

N. Mex.

,

if

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,
"Dentist--

July 9 to 14

Southwestern Hotel

e

-

0.0.

Announcement Concerns You
have-bee-

Poe3 Germany Know?
"Does Germany know how the
thirteen colonies fought England
to a stand still, despite their
lack of credit and despite the
fact that they had to deport 100,
000 Tories?
"Does Germany know how the
Alamo was paid for at San Jacinto?
"Does Germany know how Dewey sailed into Manilla bay?
"Does Germany know with what
ease Cervera's fleet was wiped

out at Santiago?
"Does Germany know that we
can count dollars just as long as
she can count marks?
"Does Germany know that we
can cast cannons faster than she
can, and shoot them straighter?
"Does Germany know that right
now our navy matches hers, ship
for ship and gun for gun, while
practice and tradition make it
superior in every other quality?
"Does Germany know that we
have been hardened to horror by
Kansas storms, California earthquakes and Galveston storms?
"The Liberty Loan is but a mar-e- r.
We have only begun to
fight," Houston Chronicle.

Them as is kicking at the coun
tjy gpin' to war won't refuse to
share in the blessin's it brings to
the world.
Hereditary bondsmen! know
ye not who would be free themselves must strike the blow?
Byron.
Joe Ballard has lost his charm
for us since he got that Flivver
Once was that it rained every
time he drove in to town, but
he hikes in. cets his crrocer- ies and terbaccer and hikes out

lei

The University oí New Mexico
AT ALBUQUERQUE
..;

WILL OPEN THE

UNIVERSITY

1917-19- 18

YEAR.

Monday, October 1st,
Instead of in August, as Heretofore.

u.

1

July 2. 1917,
Office.
is a lit of letters
following
The
remaining in the Post Office, at
JACK P. MILLS
Roy, New Mexico for tnore than
U. S. Commissioner
fourteen days prior to July 2,
Fillings, Proofs and al
The above letters will remain land matters.
"ADVERTISED" for fourteen
and Plats.
days nnd if uncalled for at the
Prompt Attention
end of that time, same will be
Office at Solano. New Nexico.
sent to the Division of Dead Letters, Saa Francisco California.
C.N. EOARK
Grijalba.

Rebe&ah Degree
Msets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month

Also-Survey-

measures which will
This change Is one of several
make the University of New Mexico more efficient in war than it
has been in peace. It gives YOU sixty additional days to arrange
to attend your state university this year and begin to acquire that
thorough education which alone will equip you properly for highest
service to yourself and your country.
war-tim-

e

War or Peace, Trained Men and
Women Advance First and Farthest

RememberIn

Mari

R

Santos Blea

Crac

L O. O. F. Hall
Grace W.Gibbs
V. Ogden Secy.

N,.Gu

Visiting Sisters welcome

Clajrton New Mex.

.

WIDOUMI

,

.

Pure

IAND PLATS of ad kinds
Abstracts of U. S.. Land

Rachel Lillian Cox
Mr. Des Graves
Maggie Mitchell
F. J. Moore
M. I, Porter
Miss Leonila Mata
Robert Mates
Miss Mollie Cavender 2

For detailed information, WRITE TODAY to David R. Boyd,
President, Albuquerque, N. M.

No. 24,

HARMONY-LODG-

'

UNSWEETSMEtt
EVAPORATBP-

Records,
MAPS.
Prompt, Attention

Office

-

Goat Milk
The Incomparable Baity. Footi
The Perfect Food fonltwatiA

For best, results mail your
films to Lafayette Studio.
Roy Néw Mexico.

Work, madera in rerlorinirlM.llhtp.tJk
uBarjtag with tubercuww.ofr Hiiwm
M4

wuauiw njunuirHKHi..
AT LIAOINO
Tin
Pat im

'

UISVMAMM. RHilTvlyHl If
When calling for above. lette-vplease say "ADVERTISED."
Doing Good
One cent postage Due will be
collected on any of the above
Few madidinea hava met with more
letters delivered.
favor es accomplished more good than
Chamberlains Colic and Diarrhoea Rem
Wm. G. Johnson,
Attorney
Law
Postmaster, Roy, N. Mex edy. John F.Jaataen, Delmeny, Sask
s

The Southwestern
Hotel
Now under Management

of

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00

MEALS Served at
The Home Restaurant
Regular Meals
J.F.ARNETT

rn

J. B. LUSK

J.F.ARNETT

Roy, New Mexico

I

Short Orders
Prop'r.

at

I can loan you money on your
final receipt as easy as on your
patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage need not bear but

say of it "I have used Chamberlain's
Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy myself
and in my famiiy, and can recommend
t as being an exceptionally fiine preparation.

S

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given alt Business Entrusted,
to me
ROY

NEW MEXICO

needs Farpercent interest. Come in and The Government
well as Fighters. Two ?
as
mers
let us talk to you about your
million three hundred thousand
loan.
Acres of Oregon & California
you will have a
J. E. Wildman, Loan and In- Railroad Co. Grant Lands, Title Then
PUBLIC
SALE.
surance Agency. Office at resiin United States. To
revested
dence north end Chicosa St,
There's only one REÁL Aucbe opened for homesteads and
Roy, N. M.
sale. Containing some of best tioneer in the Country, Thats - land left in United States. Lárge

SELLING OUT?

6

Col F. O. WHITE

Cause of Despondency

Copyrighted Map, showing land
His address is MILLS N. IJ
by
sections and description of
TH')ondency is often caused ly inYou
can have SAL9 BILLS
elevations
rainfall,
soil,
climate,
digestion and constipation, and quickprinted
and make dates at the
Postpaid
One
when
etc.,
Chamberlain's
temperature
ly disappears
Office. Roy,
Tablets are taken. Ihise tablets Dollar. Grant Lands Locating SpE
strnghlen the digestion and move the
Mexico.
New
10-Co. Portland, Oregon.
"

nish-Americ- an

1

;

i

.'E1CAN.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

7n

Building Business

for the BANK
our business by rendering a
Valuable Service profitable to the people of the
community,
the protection of personal funds.
For this service we make no charge.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

j
III

oy G arag e
and LIVERY

YOU should make use of this service we
extend to you. Here you will find a courteous

San-Jov-

Cars Housed and Cared for

j

At Reasonable Rates.

'q

de-

Repair Work

KSlÍnÍÍÍ?

1

r

F. S. BrOWll,

ROY,

Make This Bank YOUR Bank

Secrecy

Safety

Service

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mex
. June 28, 1917
Notice is hereby given that William
F. Burris. of Mills New Mexico who'
on Nov. 22 1913 & May 23, 1914 made
HE. Nos. 017150 & 017918 for SW1. &
NYV'i Sec 30 Twp 22N Rng 25E N. M.
PMennian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year final nronf to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before F II Foster, U S Com, at Roy
N M on the Hth day of Aug. 1917
Solano N. M. on Aug. 3 l:U7
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
G rover C Till
CD. Horn
Felix S Martinez
Luciano B Baca
A A. Hurford
Oral Deaton,
of Mosquero N. M.
Marcos Gonzales
AH of Mills N M
Encarnación
of David N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
f

n0

We Build

reception and a cordial welcome of your
posits, whether large or small.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
June 20, 1017
NOTICE Is hereby given that Roman
Gallegos of Mosquero New Mexico
who on July 3, 1914, made II. E. No
Section 32 Township
for El-S1SN Range 30E & Lots 1&2 Soe. 5 T.
!7N. II 30E N M P M has filed nHice
final
three
if Intention to make
Vcar Proof, to establish claim to the
land above desori bed before
Jack P. Mills, U. S. Commissioner at

i

i

Proprietor

I

NewMex,

al

Paz Val verde,

4

Register
NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
Department of the Interior, U. S. La-.iOffice, at Clayton, New Mexico,
V. S. Land Office H
Clayton N M,
Ji.hé, 20, 1011
June 8 1617
Notice is hereby given that
Notice Is hei't'by given that Luid
Abraham B Slushér of Roy,
N. M
who oa Mirch, 23, 1913, made H. E. Manzanares of Roy N.
on
June 13, 1914, mde H. E.No. 017892
.
SWi-NWNo (15751 for
and
i
NJNEiSEi-NE- i
Sec 34
Section 9 for the
Twp 20N. Rng 25E NMPM, has filed
Township, 21N. Range 27E.
New Mexico Principal Meridian, has notice of intention to make Three
Years Final Proof, tT establish
filed notice of intention to make three
' claim to the
land above described
year proof, to establish claim to the
Land above described efore F. H. before w h willcox, u s comisioner at
Foster U. S. Commissioner at Roy hia office at Roy N. M, on the 11th
duy of Aug, 1917
New Mexico on Aug, 4 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Leon Romero
W. R. Holmes
A. A. Himes
Juan Casaus
Frank Aldeis Leandro Archuleta
L. A. Canon
Jim Christman
M.-w-

J

El-SE-

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK

All indictments pending as a
result of the coal miners' strike
in the southern part of Colorado
in 1913 were dismissed in the
district court of Las Animas
county today.
The dismissals were at the re
quest of attorney General Hub
bard. The most important case
dropped was that of John R.
Lawson charged with murder on
four counts. Four indictments
against Louis Ancanelli, convict
ed of the murder of George W,
Belcher and given a life sentence
which was remanded by the
supreme court for new trial, al
so were dismissed.
Lawson, a prominent miners
leader, was convicted of the
murder of a mine guard as a re
"battle of
suit of the
Ludlow." He was sentenced, to
life imprisonment. Upon appeal
the supreme court freed Lawson
of the charge on which he va3
convicted, holding the lower
CDurt had erred.
Attorney General Hubbard
stated as his reason for asking
for dismissal of the case3 to be

conserve industrial peace; resulting in financial destruction rather

than protection of the integrity
of this community and hence it
becomes my clear official duty in
view of all these facts to recommend dismissal of these cases."

which happily
passed.

Tho Roy Drug Store

28 & 29

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
The Road to France.
By Daniel M. Henderson.
the poem that won the ?2."0 pi l.i 'ven

(This is

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
Efficient Service- Roy City Exchange,
nected.
Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Now i4he time to buy a bottle of
Office at Clayton, N. M.
this remecy so as tobe prepared incase
June 7, 1917
that any of your family should have
Notice is hereby given that
an attack of colic or diarrhoea during
Mrs. Grabiela Chavez, of Tremen-tin- a
the summer months. It is worth a
N. í.I. whe an
and
hundred times its cost when needed.
made H E No 019710 and 029191 for
SEj-SE- i
Sec. 11 NEi-NEWJ-NSee. 14 SWi-SW- i
Sec. 12 NWi-NW- l
Sec. 13 Twp. 16N. Rng. 23E. N M P
Meridian has filed notice of intention to make threw year proof, to
1 part Holstein milch Cow exestablish claim to the land above
tra fine, just fresh.
described, before Jose G, Romero, US
3 Herford yearling heifers
Commissioner, at his office at Hilario,
2
old full blood muley N M on the 13 ay of Aug, 1917.
l;

Herford Cows.
Claimant names as witnesses:
1
old full blood Herford
Francisco Chavez
E. B. Cropp
Turner Pender
J. M Howe
Cow..
All of Trementina N. M,
1
old Chestnut colt, geldFRANCISCO DELGADO
ing.
1
old large work mare.
r
Register
1 almost new Model 1917 Emer
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
son Tractor with plow.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa ,1'e New Mexico.
1 new 7 foot John 1 )eer BinJune 7, 1917,
der.
Notice is hereby given that
The abovecan be bought right
Hattie Crocker of Sabinoso, N. M,
Can be seen at my place 30 miles who on Aug 23, 1913 made H E.
No.
north of Roy arid G miles north 019491 for Lots
Sec. 26,
Township 15N Rane 2 IE. N, M. P
of Chateau Hill School.
Meridian has filed notice of intention
Address H. A. Todd,
to make final three year proof to
Hatod, N. Mex.
4--

2--

10-y-

Thank God cur liberating lance
Gees flaming on the way to France!
To France -t- he frail the Gurkhas found!
To France-o- ld
England's rallying ground!
To France-t- he
path the Russians strode!"
To France the Anzac's glory road!
To France-wh- ere
our Lost Legion ran
To fight and die for God and man!
To France with every race and breed
That hates Oppression's brutal creed!
Ah, France how could our hearts forget
The path by which came Lafayette?
How could the haze of doubt hang low
Upon the road of Rochambeau?
How was it that we missed the way
Brave Joffre leads us along today?
At last, thank God! At last we see
There is no tribal Liberty
No beacon lighting just our shores!
No freedom guarding but our doors!
The flame she kindled for OUR sires
Burns now in Europe's battle firesl
The soul that led our fathers west
Turns back to free the world's oppressed!
1

'

Allies, you have not called 'in vain!
We share your conflict and your pain!
Old glory, through new stains and rents
Partakes of Freedoms sacraments!
Info that hell his will creates
We drive the foe; his lusts, his hate !
Last come, we will be last to stay
Till Right has had her crowning day!
Replenish, comrades, from our veins
The blood the sword of despot drains
And make our eager sacrifice
Part of the freely rendered price
You pay to lift humanity
You pay to make our brothers free!
See with what proud hearts we advance-- To

C. U.

Strong.

County Treasurer

of '"The Herald of the
Country" reaches us this
week from the N, M. Public
Health Ass'n, Albuquerque. It
3 a message of hope to sufferers
from Tuberculosis and presents
the claims of the many Sanitariums of the state. Many prominent medical men of the state appear on its board of Directors,
A copy

Well

FOR SALE: -- 320 'acres relinquishment 9 miles of Roy. Over
300 acres tillable, 80 acres plowed and fenced, small improve
ments. $750.00 takes it in the
next few days.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.

Plenty of mony to loan on
real estate. 9 percent - long
time.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.
HOLSTEIN MILK COW- :- for
sale, fresh - W. H. GUTHMAN,
Roy, N. M.

Going Fishing? They have
at the Fair-- 1

Ton J. Tayloh. jr., Absrtoclo

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
Mora, New México
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being,
straightened out and we are also prepared.
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
A

AH Mutters

oq Aug.

13

1917.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco Chavez
E B Cropp
James Taylor
Claud Vendel
All of Trementina NM
FRANCISCO DELGADO
Register
6--

NOTICE F0EJPUBLICATI0N.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
County of Mora

)S3.
)

In the District Court.
Bersabe Archuleta de Cordova,
Plaintiff,
vs.

No. 2481

Teodocio Cordova, Defendant
Notice by Publication.
The said Defendant, Teodocio Corao-v- a,
will take notice, that suit has been
filed by Bersabe Archuleta, Plaintiff
in the above entitled causo, being No.
2431, on the docket of the District
Court of the County of Mora, State
of New Mexico, In which said Plaintiff
pray for an absolute divorce from
you, the said Defendant, upon the

grounds of cruel treatment, desertion
abandonment and nonsupport, as will
more fully appear from the complaint
on file herein. Plaintiff also prays for
FOR SALE- ;- My ranch farm general relief.
You are further notified that unless
2, 000 acres of Patented land 1,000
you enter or cause to be entered your
acres of leased land, the best appearance in the above entitled causa
on or before the 20th day of July, 1M7
watered place in this County.
by default and decree
judgement
I want to sell by the first of
will be rendered therein
Sept. 1917.
so

For further information, write
E. B. Cropp Trementina, N. M.

.

WE HAVE

establish claim to the land above described before
Joso G Romero
U. S. Commissioner at Hilario N. Mex

fishin' tackle to sell
view Pharmacy.

France!

PHONE at Springer.

E

by tho

National Art Club.)

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

FOíí PUBLICATION

3--

at DRUG STORE

.

NOTICE

For Sale

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

OPTICIAN

July

PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
8--

Remedy

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

"The revival of this case from
of RATON, N. M.
its long repose and its attempted
prosecution, with others in a like
visit
situation would not only burden
this county with an enormous
27- and fruitless expense, unnecessarily increasing the burden of From 2pm. Friday to 1pm.
Sunday
taxation and threatening the
solvency
of the county but
would tend needlessly to stir a- gain to life the bitter and vindictive feelings engendered by All the Latest Styles Shown
unfortunate periods in the indusGuaranteed Work
trial history of the community.
Examinations Free
"That holding justice and in
teres t of the people to be the
FOR SALE
first consideration, with fairness
One good work horse weighs
and clear conscience I cannot
pursue a course reflecting a spirit about 1400 lbs. also buggy and
opposed to the best interests of harness. ' See them at L, E.
the community and welfare of Deubler's ranch.
the state tending to produce inC.F.STANLEY,
Solano, N. M.
dustrial conflict rather than to

ROY

Register.

Chamberlains Colic and Diarrhoea

Perodicals and Stationery

Graduate

Will

All of Roy New Mexico

PAZ VALVERDE,
7--

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

Dr. Geo. C. Roberts

now have

All of Roy New Mexico

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Never have we seen a wheat
crop so deliberate and thorough
in the process of filling out and
ripening as this years crop has
been. The straw is generally
short and in many fields the
heads are short but they are
filled to the last mesh and have
stood now over two weeks since
the grain was fully formed "taking their time in maturing. This
will mean quality on the ripened
grain and is remarkable in view
of the fact that the soil has been
lacking in moisture and it was
reasonable to expect the fields
to ripen quickly and thegrain to
shrivel somewhat in so doing.
Farmers are waiting impatiently
to get in with the headers and
get the wheat in stack but little
of it will do to harvest before
the last of next week. It is conceded that in spite of all the ad"That several years have
verse conditions the total yield
since the commencement of wheat on
this mesa will far
of this prosecution, and that exceed, that of any previous
many of the witnesoes on behalf
year and the prospect for sum
of the people have departed from mer crops
was never as good.

the jurisdiction.
"That this prosecution arose
out of disturbed industrial condi-tion- o

Ej-S-

V

NEW MEX.

ROY,

FOR PUBLICATION

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
e,ntru'ert to m disrutched w'th Frnmwnem and Aecurof
Your Husir.eiw Ktufieotfullv Solicited

FRESH MILK COWS:-T- wo
gentle, young, with heiffer calves
Enquire of G. W
for sale,
FREEMAN, West of Solano,
ew Mexico.

Plainfiffs attorney h W. J. Lueaa,
whose Pot Office and office addra
is East Las Vegas, New Mexico,
PEDRO A. ORTEGA
DUtriei Clerk.
By Milnor A. Rudulph
Deputy,

THE

i

)f

Throw oat all Timetables and fruits
which are withered or unsound. Wash
out all grit and dirt If possible, use
only fruits and vegetables picked the
same day and never can peas and corn
picked more than five hours.

jV

JC7
"

V-

f

-

',

T
1

.V

CheeM-Clot-

'Ji

.

Wrapped

h

I

ñ

J

i

vegePrepare fruits and large-size- d
tables for blanching. Remove all spots
from apples.
Prepare beans and greens as for
cooking. Be especially careful to re
move all foreign plants from the
greens.
Blanch vegetables and all fruits except berries by leaving them from
three to five minutes In clean boiling
water, or by steaming them for a similar period in a colander over a vessel
of boiling water or in a steam cooker.
Remove the blanched products from
the boiling water or steam and plunge
them quickly Into cold water, the cold-- ,
er the better. Take them out Immediately and let them drain. Don't let
them soak In the cold water.
From this point on, speed is highly
Important.
The blanched vegetables
and fruits, which are slightly warm,
must not be allowed to remain out of
the containers a moment longer than
is necessary.
Remove skins when required, and as
each article is pared cut it up into
proper size and pack directly Into the
clean, scalded cans or jars.
Pack as solid as possible, being careful not to bruise or mash soft products.
In the case of fruit, fill the containers at once with boiling hot sirup.
In the case of vegetables, fill the
containers with boiling hot water to
which a little suit has been added.
Place scalded rubber rings on the
glass Jars and screw down the tops.
Seal tin cans completely. Watch
As the preliminary
them for leaks.

.

-

'i"

Into

Product Being Lowered

SPANISH-AMERICA-

for

Water

Boiling

Blanching.

.1--

1

120.

to

120

90
40

W
90
90
90
90
90

80
80
0
80
80
80

0
..I
Vegetable.
.. t
..I
.. (

Carrots
Parsnips
Salsify

..
..

Beets

Turnips

6

t

0
60
M

40
40
10

10

40

60

40

60
60

40
40

60

40
40

60
potatoei., .. t
Other roots and
E
80
60
90
tubers
Combinations and Soup Vegetable!.
180
130
60
Lima beam
120
180
60
Peas
Vegetable combina
120
120
60
tions
Wild.
Oreem, Doi
60
90
120
15
8wles chard
90
120
16
60
Kale
Chinea cabbage
90
120
15
60
leaves
90
60
16
120
Upland creas
90
60
120
15
endive
French
90
60
120
Cabbage sprouts.... 16
Turnip topi (young,
90
60
120
16
tender)
Spinach, New Zea
90
120
15
0
land
60
90
120
15
Asparagus

Sweet

40

.

Spinach

Beet tops
Dandelion,

40
40

"---

:;

wild

40
40
40
40
40

15
15

120
120

90
90

60
60

15
16

120
120

90
90

60

Dasheen sprouts
(tender)
Mustard, native....
Mustard, Russian..
Mustard, wild.......
Col lards
Rape(tender leaves)
Pepper cress

15
15
15
15
16
15
16
15
15
15
15

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

60
60
60
60

....

Lamb's-quart-

60
60
60

40

90
90
90

60
80
60

40
40
40

90

60

12
12
12

10
10
10

12
12

10

i6

10

6

Sour dock
Smartweed
Sprouts
Purslane, or pus- 120
16
ley"
120
Poke weed sprouts.. 16
120
15
marigold
Marsh
Milkweed (tender
and
young leaves) .... 15 120
Soft Fruits and Ben rles.
16
2
Aprlcota
16
Blackberries 4
16
Blueberries
16
Cherries
16
Currants

40
40

60

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

60
60
60

0

-

40
40

40

Fish

I

Shellfish

I-

-

180
180

160
160

120
120

90
90

90
90
90

60
60
60

50
60
60

40
60
40

80

20

18

10

Camp Rations.
No. 1
No. 2
No. 8
Soups.
Cream of tomato

soup

All o t h

r soup

Housewives Can

Avoid Much Waste by Canning.

EQUIPMENT

Perishable Products May Be Canned by
k
Method of Canning, as Taught by the United States
Department of Agriculture All Cans Should Be in Good
Condition and Absolutely Clean.

Practically
Cold-Pac-

SATISFACTORY

IS

One-Peri-

All

J;
Packing

(PREPARED

BY UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT

Don't have an empty preserving Jar In your home next fall.
There may be some difficulty in securing cans and preserving Jars.
containers for vegetables, concenReserve regular
trated soups, meats and fish.
Concentrate products so that each Jar or can will hold as much
food and as little water as possible. Pack fruit Juices in ordinary
bottles.
Put up Jams, Jellies and preserves In glasses sealed with cork or
paper and paraffin.
Don't can anything that can be kept Just as well dried or in other
forms. Dry navy and mature lima beans for winter use.
Produce in your garden lots of cabbage, potatoes, and root crops
that can be kept for the winter without canning. U. S. Department of
Agriculture.

cold-pac-

I

,

,

wide-necke-

j

i

v r

f

lattice work, crosspleces of wood, or
coarse wire netting for your clean
wash boiler or other large, deep vessel
This Is for
to be used for sterilizing.
the purpose of keeping the containers
from contact with the hot bottom of
the vessel and to permit the free circulation of water under them.
Fill the vessel with clean water so
that the boiling wuter will cover the
tops of the Jars or cans. Begin heating the water so that It will be boiling
violently by the time the containers
are packed.
See that all cans or Jars are In good
condition and absolutely clean. Scald
them thoroughly and put them In a
a:v:;v:M;:;:;:;:::;:;:::;:;:;::ÍÍ
vessel of water on the stove so that
is
product
when
the
they will be hot
ready for packing. Use new rubber
Dipping Blanched Product While Hot Into Cold Water.
rings for Jars and scald them Just be16
fore putting them on the Jars.
treatment has taken care of expansion Dewberrle
16
Figs
Preparng Fruits and Vegetables.
it Is not necessary to exhaust the cans. Gooseberries
16
2
How to Sterilize or Process.
Start with clean hands, clean uten16
Grapes
16
products.
pos
sound,
fresh
clean,
as
soon
Huckleberries
sils, and
Put the Jars or cans as
16
1
sible into boiling water in a wash boiler Peache
16
..
Plums
or Into your canning device. Let them Raspberries
16
specified
16
In
the
process for the time
Strawberries
12
2
table, counting from the time the wa Citrus fruits
without
ter begins to boll again, or the gauge Fruits
80
..
sugar sirup
,T,.rv,,
on the canning outfit registers the
Hard Fruit.
1H 20
Apples
proper pressure. '.
lVi 20
Time Table for Scalding Blanching, Pear
20
1H
Quinces
8oups,
Vegetables,
and Sterilizing
Windfall apples (pie
'
12
Fruits, and Meats.
filling)

WitSk

r mm

V

If

..Mil

a
o
1

Products by Groups. 2

0

c

f

.;ws-v-
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Special Vegetables.
W,'
Tomato
8
Pumpkin
8
Squash
8
Hominy
8
Sauerkraut
6
Corn, sweet

-

itv" 1

,2

-

Water-Bat- h
Tray of Packed Jars Ready to Be Placed In Homemade
Shown.
Also
Cooker
Aluminum Pressure

Out-f- it

10
6
6

22
120
120
120
120
180
180

o!

;
;

Corn, field

If

canned,
The labeling should be done with a
rather dry paste, which is put only
on the end of the label, so that it does
not touch the tin. Paste may cause
rust, and In damp climates It is sometimes customary to lacquer the outside
of the can before it is labeled. The
label, if the product Is intended for
sale, must contain the net weight in
pounds and ounces and the packer's
name and address,

ms ,mi

2

,

I

1

s

In packing fruits and vegetables, it

mm. WiimSmm
iiiiiipiBiii

1

;

í ' .

There will be no spoilage if the di
rections are followed Implicitly and the
containers are sealed up tight.
Fruits which are put up with heavy
slruDS can be kept under cork and
d
bot
paraffin seal. Save all
tles, glasses and Jars for putting up
fruits.
Vegetables, meats, and fish, however,
cannot be kept safely unless they are
hermetically sealed. Reserve regular
1ara for Droducts that cannot be
packed in other ways.
As there may be some difficulty in
securing cans and Jars, dry or keep in
other ways everything that need not be

1IIII11P

k

!
v

'

Ik

Í

lit.

v

.
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steam-pressur-

-

Product Into Jars.

Cold-Dippe- d

g

The waste of surplus fruits and vegetables in this country each year is
large. It would be deplorable if this
normal waste were allowed to go on
this year when every ounce of food
that can be produced Is needed. The
waste can be avoided In large part If
housewives will can as large a part of
the surplus perishables as possible.
Any fruit or vegetable and practically nny other food may be canned satisfactorily by the
method of canning taught by the United States department of agriculture
to the boys and girls of the canning
clubs in the northern and western
The homemade wash boiler
states.
equipment for use in this method of
canning, described below, Is entirely
Home-siz- e
seal,
water
effective.
cane
or pressure-cooke- r
ning outfits, which save time and fuel,
may be used Instead If desired.
Preliminary Preparation for Canning.
Provide a false bottom of wooden
one-perio- d

Blanched and

PliSpliWillHi

OF AGRICULTURE.)

CAN SURPLUS FOOD, BUT USE JARS AND CANS WISELY

tight-sealin-

two-thir-

d

ul

lililí.

Every Ounce of Food That Can Possibly Be Produced

R

Juice should be added in excess of the
amount In the tomatoes canned.
Add Sugar and Salt
In addition to the liquor, a mixture
of sugar and salt adds greatly to the
flavor of such products as tomatoes,
peas, Lima beans and corn. The mixture recommended by the government
specialists in canning is composed of
one-thir-

fresh-picke-

one-qua- rt

WASH-BOILE-

j

combination and
45
75
90
. 60
soup stock
sugar.
d
salt and
Time schedule given is based upon Two level tenspoonfuls of this are
upon
pack and
the
placed In a No. 3 can and one teaspoon-fproducts.
in a No. 2 can. For beans, okra,
When processing fruits In steam- cauliflower, etc., a brine containing 2
pounds
five
not
over
pressure canners,
ounces of salt to a gallon of water is
of steam pressure should be used.
vegetables and used. For asparagus a heavier brine.
When processing
four ounces to a gallon of water, is
meats do not use over fifteen pounds
needed.
of pressure.
In order to conserve the supply of
After processing, remove the con tin cans, it is strongly urged that all
tainers.
products intended for home use should
Tighten the tops of Jars Immediate be put up, whenever possible, in glass.
ly and stand the containers upside
The hermetic type of Jar, however, is
down in a cool place, being careful
not a suitable one for intermittent
that no draft strikes the hot Jars. processing, for which the best type Is a
Watch for leakage and screw covers glass-to- p
Jar with wire clamps. The
down tighter when necessary. Store
clamps should be raised at the begin
in a cool, dry place, not exposed to ning of
each processing to allow for
freezing temperature.
expansion.
being
care
cans,
for
Use band labels
ful not to let the glue get on the can
FRUIT JUICES FOR JELLIES
itself as it may cause rust.
From time to time, especially in very
hot weather, examine Jars and cans, May Be Sterilized and Bottled With
out 8ugar and Made Into Jelly
making certain that there are no leaks,
at Any Time.
swellings or other signs of

SURPLUS FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

This Year, Will Be Needed

" Y

Hot Water Bath Sterilizing Outfit, Showing Satisfactory Type
of Wooden False Bottom.

Homemade

(
(

.

OF ALL

PROFITABLE DISPOSITION

,

"

sprouts

j

Mi

40
40
40
40

culti

vated
Dandelion,

46

18
90
90
90
90
120
120
80
75

Í:

:

15
60
60
60
60
80
60
50

90
Mushrooms
60
90
Bvni nennen
Pod Vegetables and Other Green Products.
0
0
90
120
Beans, wax
40
60
90
120
Beans, gtrtngless..6-1- 0
40
60
90
120
Okra
Peppers, green or
40
60
90
120
M0
ripe

Quartered apples
12
(salad)
Whole apples, pared
16
and cored
15
Apple sirup.,
15
Fruit juices
prepPreserves, after
20
aration and filling ..
Meats Uncooked.
180
Poultry and game. ..
180
Beet
190
Corn beef
Toung
Prepared
Meats.
90
Spring frys
90
Fried meats
90
Baked meats
90
Stewed meats
90
Roast meats
Prepared Mature Meats.
90
Wild game
90
Fowls
90
Cockerels
90
Fried meats
90
Baked meats
:
90
Stewed meats
90
Roast meats

is necessary to surround them with
brine, sirup or water, but under the

terms of the federal law governing the
interstate shipment of canned goods,
no more of this liquor Is allowed than
is actually necessary to cover the contents after as full a pack as possible is
made. With tomatoes no water whatever should be added and no tomatq
(
I

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

10
10
10
10
10

10

(

8

6

4

20

13

10

12
12
12

8

6
6

10

I

i

10

I

I

10
10
10

8
8
8

t

16

10

..

180
180
180

120

60

120
120

60

60

40
40

80

40
40

80

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
80
60
60
60

10
10

10

I
I

v

(

y

t

strawberries, cherries, or pineapple
can be kept without sugar and later
when apples are plentiful ran be made
Into combination Jelly.
To put up unsugared fruit Juices for
Jelly making proceed exactly as if Jelly
were to be made at the time. Cook

the fruits until they are soft and
strain out the juice through a flannel
bag. Heat and pour while hot into
Fill the
bottles previously scalded.
bottles full, leaving no air space between Juice and cork or seal. Place
the filled sealed bottles on their sides
in water near the boiling point, and
keep them In the bath for about thirty minutes. Make sure that the corked
or sealed end is under the hot water.
As soon as the bottles are cool cover
the cork with a paraffin seal. Thor
ough sterilization and sealing are ab- solutely essential to success.
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(From the United States Department of
Agriculture.)
Fruit Juices for use later in Jelly
making can be sterilized and bottled
without sugar and made into Jellies at
the housewife's convenience. This en
ables her to do with fewer Jelly glasses
and to distribute her purchases of sugar for Jelly making through the year.
Moreover, with the bottled Juice she
can make a greater variety of Jellies,
as Juices which will not Jell can be put
up when the fruit Is ripe and combined
later with fruits that will Jell, or fruits
ripening at different seasons can be
"combined.
For example, the Juice of
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Sealing a Packed and Sterilized

,

Glass Jar.
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Men in the Cabs From Many States Declare
That Tanlac Conserves the Health of Rail
road Men and Makes Them Fit for Respon
sible'Duties in Most Nerve - Racking Service.
MO

t

calling demands a clearer brain, steadier nerves,
more perfect
state of health than that of a railroad engineer. The safety of thou
sands depends on guarding his health, which is as important to the public
as the efficiency of hia engine. Every engineer realizes this enormous
responsibility, he dares not take chances with so important a matter. That
is why so many of them are using Tanlac it steadies the nerves, clears
the brain, corrects indigestion, strengthens the arm, insures the safety
of the traveler, and keeps him on his job.
Ratlrpnd engineers everywhere Indorse Tanlac because they have tried
It and know. Read what they say.
W. L. Nabers, Atlanta, Ga., engineer
Southern Railway, says: "I had lost
appetite liver and kidneys deranged
since taking Tanlac haven't had a pain
gained 14 pounds."
L. C. Bowers, 010 First avenue,
south, Nashville, Tenn., engineer Tennessee Central, says : "Stomach trouble
and nervousness overcome nothing
too good I can say about Tanlac
gained 8 pounds."
D." A. Mlddleton, 1717 Chenovert
Street, Houston, Tex., engineer Southern Pacific, says: "Was In bad shape
couldn't walk Tanlac built me up
like new man gained 11 pounds."
T. G. Ayers, 107 Raines avenue,
Nashville, Tenn., engineer Louisville
and Nashville, says: "Kidney trouble,
poor appetite Tanlac
nervousness,
put me in good, shape gained 7
pounds."
J. T. Toy, Atlanta, Ga., former engineer Seaboard, says: "Nervous indigestion kidneys In bad shape pains
in back am satisfied with what Tanlac has done for me."
R. II. Owens, 2700 Avenue G, Birmingham, Ala., engineer, says: "RunIndigestion
palpitation of
down
heart had to give up Jobsince taking Tanlac eat anything have gone
back to work."
T. G. Burrows, 3015 McKlnney avenue, Houston, Texas, engineer St
Louis, Brownsville and Mexico, says:
"Catarrh of head and stomach headaches nervous Tanlac is railroad
man's friend feel like new man."
Lynn Sills, 440 North Bellevue avenue, Memphis, Tenn., engineer, Louls-- .
vllle and Nashville, says : "Headaches
pains In back and kidneys strained

every nerve to keep up Tanlac relieved me entirely."
S. T. Watklns, Birmingham, Ala., engineer Southern, says: "Suffered 27
years stomach troubles Tanlac has
ended my troubles."
G. G. Gelger, 133 East Linden street,
Atlanta, Ga., engineer Georgia Railroad, says: "Tanlac relieved my wife
of rheumatism she gained 25 pounds
from using It."
C. J. Weeks, 2130 Lydia street,
Jacksonville, Fia., engineer Seaboard,
says : "Suffered 20 years from nervous
Indigestion
Tanlac entirely relieved
'
me gained 20 pounds."
How Germani Attack.
It has frequently been stated of late
that the German troops attack In mass
formation even in the face of machine
gun and shell fire, a policy little short
of suicidal under conditions of modern
warfare. A Dutch army officer who
has been an observer on the front
says that this Is not strictly so. He
states that the attack has the appearance of a mass attack because It Is
composed of successive waves of Infantry. The rear waves are kept In
close formation to heighten the morale
of the troops, but the attack Is not
n mass attack, strictly speaking.
The
Germans charge In close order when
they have located what they consider
the weak fipot In the line of defense.
TO Womm ai well rs men
kj are mads miserable' by
kidney and bladder trou- T("
tie. Thousands recorrí- DrRT AMP mena
Kilmer's
Swamp-Roo- t,
the great
kidney medicine. At druggists In fifty-ceand dollar sizes. Tou may receive a
sample size bottle by Parcel Post, also
pamphlet telling about It. Address Dr.
Kilmer ft Co., Blngtiamton, N. T., and
enclose ten cents, also mention this paper.
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combined."
P. C. Hooks, Rome, Ga., engineer
Southern, says: "My wife was almost
complete nervous and physical wreck
Tanlac set her crutches aside she
gained 16 pounds."
J. B. Watson, Mobile, Ala., engineer
on Southern Railway between Selma
and Mobile, says: "Was completely
down couldn't work since
broken
taking Tanlac am working regularl- ygained 68 pounds."
O. B. Hanes, Nashville, Tenn., engl-nee-

Louisville and Nashville, says i
"Gave up engine account accident, bad
gained 8
health
Tanlac Is fine
pounds sleep and eat fine
G. T. Newman, Dalton, Ga., engineer
Western and Atlantic, says: "Was
tired and worn out nervous Tanlac
only thing that gave me relief."
H. M. Telford, 617 Third avenue,
Birmingham, Ala., engineer Louisville

and Nashville, says: "Wife had nerv
ous indigestion splitting headaches-g- ave
up all housework Tanlac gave
her new life and energy she gained

pounds."
Evidence from such sources as these
Is unassulluble. These men are ex
posed to all conditions of weather as
no others are. Their runs take them
from mountain to seashore, from
swamp to highland through rain and
storm, cold and sleet, and they never
falter In their duty. They must always guard against disease. These
men speak from personal experience;
no wonder they pin their faith to Teniae, for it has served them well.
There Is a Tanlac dealer In your
7

town.

Adv.

It Was All Right.
Oh, Harry, I hope what I
am going to say won't pain you ; but I
love George better than you, and I
think you ought to know.
Harry (bitterly) Well, well,' give
me back the engagement ring.
Alberta (eagerly) Thanks, Harry,
how noble of you; but you needn't
worry about the engagement ring;
George says I may continue to wear it
Pearson's Weekly.
Alberta

Smile on wash day. That's when you um
Red Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
now. All grocers. Adr.

The Point.

Former Prpuiier Rene Vlvlnnl of the
French commission Impressed the
country with his eloquence.
They tell a story of M. Vlvlanl's
youth. He hud accepted nn Invitation
to address a political meeting, and he
launched into his maiden speech with
trepidation. But he carried all before
him, and, when he purposed to sit
down, there were loud cries of :
"Go on 1 Keep her up ! Go on I"
"Do you really wish me to go on?"
said M. Viviana.
"Yes Yes I Go on ! Go on !" shouted the audience.
1

Sollst praparatloa

Is

the exact point," said

"where a capable speaker

sits down.'

If

yetrsol specislliing la vaccinm And ibruh
only. Insist ON CUTTWa. 11 twobuiuble,
Order direct
Tha Cuitar UMrstary, Itrftafay, Cal If trufa;
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"Lost weight and strength was badly
under the weather Tanlac set me up
gained 22 pounds."
Jack Petrle, 54 LIndsley avenue,
Nashville, Tenn., engineer, says : "Was
pulled down till I had to give up my
engine Tanlac put me back in the cab
It's the best medicine I ever tried."
P. F. Humnilll, 1192 Dunnavant
street, Memphis, Tenn., engineer, says :
"Rheumatism
tried everything, In
eluding trip to Hot Springs Tanlac
did more good than everything else

"Then this

2 Write lor booklet and tcettmoaUlf.
ffm
IVÜSM PKCDItCKIff. nMt, Il.UU
RHni PMl SímUm Ml. 14.00
Vet ur Injertar, but Cutter! tlmplett and Strongest.
The superiority of Cutter products Is due to ever

Kill All

r-

M. Vlvlanl,

rotttt Whsraa.hsf

wain

Jeff D. Klggs, 2020 Pearl street,
Vlcksburg, Miss., engineer Yazoo and
Mississippi Valley, says: "Was nervous and physical wreck since taking
Tanlac am strong and active as evegained 25 pounds." .
B. F. House, R. F. D., No. 5, Box 61,
Atlanta, Ga., engineer Seaboard, says:

f marls,

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature
In Use for Over 30 Years
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoris
Experience Teaches.
Splffer I have often wandered at
your brilliancy, your aptness at repartee, your
Whlffer If It's more than a dollar,
old top, I can't do a thing for you.
I'm nearly broke myself.

Halpttosnullsataa'udrift.

FocRarfarta Calor ..."
IIf,: BMutr
toUra? r Fdi Hair.
WANTED Lirolwxl number of men and women to
prepare for moving ptolure work at professional
sfucltoe. under supervision of experienced director!.
Nominal Investment to corar personal expenses
necessary. Demand for players, playwrights, photographers, soenlo artists, director and ejaontlTM far
greater than supply. HUglble beginners giren per
manent employment and unlimited opportunity for
adranoement. Dalalli irte, guadua, CiUrut gprlsgi, Cola,

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

28-19-17,

Pertinent Inquiry.
"How old would a person be who
was born In 1879?"
"Man or woman?"

When Your Eyes Need Care
Try Murine Eye Remedy

No Smarting Just Hye Comfort. 60 cent at
Drngglsta or mall. Write for Free Bye Book.

HUUINC EIK BBMEDX CO.. CHICAGO

FOR SELECTION OF NATIONAL ARMY

PROCLAMATION.
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Keep Kid Kleen

The Boat erartiaal.
pártaos
Washington. After quoting the law
amdMs)
to
ifWBemswisof
of ata. Muja im M cmcs wnk
empowering the government to take
tck. fcal slipped sa or of.
control of exports, President Wilson's
vl3s Woe
embargo proclamation issued to pre
vent food and other supplies from get
bkUr shim AJwiuWmW
bins. esaWt
ting In the hands of the central pow
Uu. Isa sf dark rad. ai mini.
ers through shipments made from this
lUr eiamjl ri
SshlgJ All SSBais aids Is
country to neutral nations, says:
lAfc aack widi dtww sbsns
"I hereby proclaim to all whom it
as sun sack sad loaf sisara,
may concern that, except at such tune
$1.00 the suit
ij
Mr it ll ilarraaaiSiMiiili ia
or times, and under such regulations
i
ra will and iW.darseiixápud
and orders and subject to such limita'
Ptalca,I.UU mck.
aWttoalasisatoal
tlons and exceptions as the President
BHiaer nruadael
shall prescribe, until otherwise or
dered by the President or by the Con
Bawarasllaanlbaa. I ' l.
,
.
gress, the following articles, namely,
TwoHoMoalUlsbsL
Levi Strauss A Co San FrmncUoo
ooal, coke, fuel, oils, kerosene and
Awsr.d BRAND
IZ si Iks .rl.l
j
gasoline,
including
bunkers, food
grains, flour and meal therefrom, fod
der and feeds, meats and fats, pig iron,
Don't take chancel
steel billets, ship plates and structural
n:
shapes, scrap iron and scrap steel, for
i this y ear I U$
ro manganese, fertilizers, arms, am'
munition and explosives, shall not, on
and after the 15th day of July, 1917,
be carried out of or exported from the
United States or Its territorial possessions to Abyssinia, Afghanistan, Al
bania, Argentina, Austria-HungarRED RUBBERS
1 hey UAU Standard Jan
Belgium, her colonies, possessions or
Extru tuchisg "cold ptck' canninf ttm GOOD
protectorates; Bolivia, Brazil, Bul
LUCK rubbers becaut they won't
during storiliuboa doc hardoB, shrink or crack after
garia, China, Chile, Colombia, Costa
the
ar is sealed. Send 2c stamp foe now book os)
Rica, Cuba, Denmark, her colonies,
prcservinior 10c in stamps for I doc. rings Ü your
dealer
cannot supply you. Addrmaa DmpU 64
possessions or protectorates; Domtn
BOSTON WOVEN HOSE eft RUBBER CO.
lean republic, Ecuador, Egypt, France,
CamhrMpr, Mini
her colonies, possessions or protecto
posses
rates; Germany, her colonies,
.Colanas,
Watson
DATCFITO
I
I
slons or protectorates; Great Britain,
Fswnl Uwyar. WMhiUiUjli,
d.o. dTloaana buok fraa.
her colonies, possessions or protecto Batas reuonabls Blf hsstrstsrsnoaa.
Dsatssrrlosa.
rates; Greece, Guatemala, Haytl, Honduras, Italy, her colonies, possessions WHISTLER WAS MOST ACTIVE
Japan, Liberia,
or protectorates;
Mexico, Observer Marveled at Great Energy
Lelchtensteln, Luxemburg,
Monaco, Montenegro, Morocco, Nepal,
Displayed by the Famous Artist
Nicaragua, The Netherlands, her col
In His Studio.
onies, possessions or protectorates;
Norway, Oman, Panama, Paraguay,
The studio was surprisingly differPersia, Peru, Portugal, her colonies, ent from the room he previously used
possessions or protectorates; Rouma-- in Lindsay row, and entirely unlike
nla, Russia, Salvador, San Marino, the studios usually occupied by other
Serbia, Slam, Spain, her colonies, pos- artists, soys Hay In "Memories of
sessions or protectorates; Sweden. Whistler." I remember a long, not
Switzerland, Uruguay, Venezuela or very lofty room, very light, with winTurkey.
dows along one side; his canvas beside
"The orders and regulations from his model at one end, and at the
time to time prescribed will be admin- other, near the table which he used
istered by and under the authority of as a palette, an old Georgian looking-glasthe secretary of commerce, from
so arranged that he could see
whom licenses, In conformity with the his canvas and model .reflected In It.
said orders and regulations, will Issue. Those who use such a mirror (as he
"In controlling by license the export did constantly) will know that it is
of certain Indispensable commodities
the most merciless of critics.
from the United States, the governI marveled then at his extraordinary
ment has first and chiefly in view the activity, As he darted backward and
amelioration of the food conditions forward to look at both painting and
which have arisen or are likely to model from his point of view at the exarise in our country before new crops treme end of the long studio. lie always
are harvested. Not only is the con- used brushes of large size with very
servation of our prime food and fodder long handles, three fest in length, and
supplies a matter which vitally con- held them from the end with his arms
cerns our own people, hut the reten- stretched to thplr full extent. Each
tion of an adequate supply of raw ma- touch was laid on with great firmness,
terials Is essential to our program of and his physical strength enabled him
military and naval construction and to do without the assists tee of a mahl-sticthe continuance of our necessary dowhilst the distance at which he
mestic activities. We shall therefore stood from the canvas allowed him to
similarly safeguard all our fundamen- have the whole of a large picture in
sight and so Judge the correct drawing
tal supplies.
"It Is obviously the duty of the of each touch.
United States in liberating any surplus products over and above our own
Muddled.
The dny was drawing to a close.
domestic needs to consider first the
necessities ot all the nations engaged Julge, Jurors, witnesses and lawyers
In war against the central empires.
sll were growing weary. Counsel
As to neutral nations, however, we for the prosecution was cross-exaining the defendant.
also recognize our duty. The govern"Exactly how far Is it between the
ment does not wish to hamper them.
On the contrary, It wishes and Intends two towns?" he asked at length.
For some time the man stood think
by all fair and equitable means to cooperate with them in their difficult ing, then:
"About four miles as the cry flows,"
task of adding from our available surpluses to their own domestic sup- enme the answer.
"You mean as the flow cries I" reply and of meeting their pressing netorted the man of law.
cessities or deficits.
The Judge leaned forward.
"In considering these deficits of
"No," he remarked suavely; "he
food supplies, the government means
only to fulfill its obvious obligation to means as the fly crows."
And they all looked at one another,
assure Itself that neutrals are husbanding their own resources and that feeling that something was wrong
our supplies will not become available, somewhere.
either directly or indirectly, to feed
He Would Pay.
the enemy."
It happened at a Christmas party.
A pretty young lady had asked one of
MILLIONAIRES AND DIPLOMAT8
the male guests to pass a dish of almonds and raisins.
Among 139 Named by U. 8. aa Con"With pleasure," he replied, "but do
spiring to Aid Kaiser.
you know that what you have asked
Preparations for for Is called In the vernacular 'KIss- San Francisco.
war with England were being made mlss," and that the penalty of a kiss
in the United States by German attaches to the request?"
agents and Hindu agitators more than
"Is that so?" answered the lady,
a year prior to the outbreak of the calmly. "I must consult my husband."
European war, according to a state- And she called ncross the room to him,
ment made here by United States and repeated the observation.
District Attorney John W. Preston.
"Quite so," he replied. "According
This assertion was in connection with to custom It Is a Just debt and must
the filing of 139 Indictments in the be paid. But Is the gentleman aware
United States Court here In connec- of the arrangement made when we
tion with the alleged violation of were married that I must settle all
my wife's liabilities?"
American neutrality.
Two separate sets of Indictments
ninety-eigh- t
bearing
Commercial Facility.
were returned
plot to foment revo"Jones Is a regular
on a world-widon the speaker."
lution in India and forty-onSteamship Sacramento case,
"I never noticed he was so much of
in which It is charged an effort was an orator. What made him
Perseverance?"
made to provision German warships
"No; his dentist."
at sea. The men named range from
millionaires and diplomats to Hindu
Troubles and thunderclouds usuallaborers.
Enemy agents were sent to China ly seem very black In the distance, but
and Japan to attempt to bribe the grow lighter as they approach.
press of those nations
tMJ,
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"Be Fearless and Impartial," Is Admonition of Executive to Members of the Various Exemption Boards To Be No Class
Exemptions and Every Cse Will Be
Decided on Its Own Merits.
Washington.
President Wilson, In
announcing the regulations for selecting a national war army from the millions registered on Jane S, urged upon
very member of every draft board
"Impartial and fearless performance of
the delicate and difficult duties Intrusted," In order that "our armies at the
front may be composed of men free
from sense of injustice In their mode
of selection."
In the near future a date will be set
by Brig. Gen. Crowder, provost
general,
for the meeting and organization of the boards, At the same
time It Is expected that the selection
regulations will be, promulgated so
that the process may be put under way
without delay. The present Intention
Is to call the men selected to the
s
about September 1.
All Forces on Equal Footing.
President Wilson's statement follows :
"The regulations which I am, today
causing to be promulgated, pursuant to
the direction of the selective service
law, cover the remaining steps of the
plan for calling Into the service of the
United States qualified men from
those who have registered; those selected as the result of this process to
constitute, with the regular army, the
National guard and the navy, the fighting forces of the nation, all of which
forces are under the terras of the law
placed In a position of equal right,
dignity and responsibility with the
members of all other military forces.
"The regulations have been drawn
with a view to the needs and circumstances of the whole country and provide a system which It Is expected will
work with the least Inequality and personal hardship. Any system of selecting men of military service, whether
voluntary or Involuntary In its operation, necessarily selects some men to
bear the burden of danger and sacrifice for the whole nation. The system
here provided places all men of military age upon an even plane, and then,
by a selection which neither favors the
one nor penalizes the other, calls upon
the requisite number for service.
Urges Boards to Act Impartially.
"The successful operation of this
law and of these regulations depends
necessarily upon the loyalty, patriotism
and Justice of the members of the
boards to whom Its operation Is
and I admonish every member
of every local board and of every district board of review that their duty
to their country requires an Impartial
and fearless performance of the delicate and difficult duties Intrusted to
them. They should remember as to
each Individual case presented to them
that they are called upon to adjudicate
the most sacred rights of the Individual and to preserve untarnished the
honor of the nation.
"Our armies at the front will be
strengthened and sustained If they be
composed of men free from any sense
of Injustice In the mode of selection,
and they will be Inspired to loftier efforts In behalf of a country in which
the citizens called upon to perform
high public functions perform them
with justice, fearlessness and Impar-
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Officers of United
States,
states, territories and District of
Columbia.
Ministers of religion and students of divinity.
Persons In military or naval
service of United States.
Subjects of Germany and alt
aliens who have not taken out
first papers.
County or municipal officers.
Customhouse clerks and workmen in arsenals and navy yards.
Pilots, merchant marine sailors.
Married men with dependent
wives or children.
Sons of dependent widows,
sons of dependent, aged or Infirm parents, or brothers of dependent orphans under sixteen
years of age.

marshal--

coV-or-

com-twitte-

tiality."
Methods of Making the Draft.
Upon organizing the local boards
will take over from the registration
boards all registration cards, which
they will number serially and list for
posting to public view. Then, after
having been advised of the method by
which the order of liability for service
shall be determined and of the quota
to be drawn from Its territory (minus
credits for enlistments In the National
Guard or regular army), each board
will prepare a list of persons designat
ed for service In the order of their liability, post the list, give It to the press,
and within three days send notice to
each designated person by mall.
As the men so notified appear the
boards first will make a physical examination in accordance with special
regulations to be provided, bearing In
mind that all persons accepted by them
by army surgeons.
will be
If the physical examination Is passed
successfully, then comes the question
of exemption.
Those Entitled to Exemption.
Persons who must be exempted or
discharged by the local board Include :
Officers of the United States, of the
states, territories and the District of
Columbia; ministers of religion, students of divinity, persons In the military or naval service of the United
States, subjects of Germany, all other
aliens who have not taken out first
papers, county or munlcipat officers,
customhouse clerks, workmen In federal armories, arsenals and navy
yards, persons In the federal service
designated by the president for ex
emption, pilots, merchant marine sailors, those with a status with respect
Animal Trainers Win Fortunes.
Slnpp the hpelnnln? of time mankind
hna heen amused bv attributing human
faculties to animals, and wherever one
of the lower creatures has shown signs
of Intelligence, public curiosity has run
high. We have long been familiar with
the elephant which stands on a ball
and does similar feats; but the first
elephant to accomplish these things
wonaer.
une or
was a seven-daythe most unlaue novelties ever offered
to the public was the first batch of
trained seals, brought out by Captain
s'

MEN WHO ARE EXEMPT

Men

"

msrally deficient

Members of recognized religious sect existing prior to May
18, 1917, whose creed forbids
participation in war.

...........::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

to dependents which renders their exclusion desirable (a married man with
dependent wife or child, son of a dependent widow, son of dependent, aged
or Infirm parent, or brother of dependent, orphan child under sixteen years
of age), those found morally deficient,
and any member of any
religious sect existing May 18,
1917, whose creed forbids participation
In war and whose religious convictions
accord with the creed.
Man or Wife May Make Claim.
Claims for exemption because of dependents may be made by the man
himself, his wife or other dependents,
or by a third party who has personally
Investigated the case. A claim njade
by the husband must be accompanied
by supporting affidavits signed by the
wife and by the head of a family residing In the same territory. A claim
by the wife or a third party must be
accompanied by two supporting affidavits signed by heads of families. Similar rules govern claims on the grounds
of other dependents when the dependents or third parties being authorized
to file claims with supporting affidavits.
In each case the board must be satisfied before it grants exemption or dis-

charge that the dependent or dependents actually are supported mainly by
the fruits of the man's mental or physical labor.
Local boards are required, subject to
appeal, to pass upon claims for exemption or discharge within three days after the filing of affidavits.
District boards must decide appeal
cases within five days after the closing
of proofs and their decisions are final.
If the ruling of a local board Is affirmed the person In question stands
finally accepted for military service.
In passing on claims for exemption
on the ground of employment In necessary Industrial and agricultural occupations the district boards must be convinced that the particular enterprise
affording such employment actually Is
necessary to the maintenance of the
military establishment of national Interest during the emergency.
"The evidence must also establish,"
the regulations say, "even If the par
ticular Industrial enterprise or particular agricultural enterprise Is found necessary for one of the above purposes,
that the continuance of such person
therein Is necessary to the maintenance
thereof and that he cannot be replaced
by another person without direct, substantial material loss and detriment to
the adequate and effective operation of
the particular Industrial enterprise oi
agricultural enterprise In which he If
engaced."
May Designate Certain Industries.
Later the president may from time
to time designate certain Industries or
classes of industries that are necessary
and the district boards will be so notified.
It will be the duty of each
board, however, to ascertain the available labor supply for such industries
outside the men called for military
service and to take the result Into consideration In determining such things.
"If, In the opinion of the district
board," this section of the regulations
concludes, "the direct, substantial,
loss to any such Industrial or agricultural enterprise outweighs the loss
that would result from failure to obtain the military service of any such
person, a certificate of discharge may
be issued to him X X X."
Certificates of exemption will not
necessarily be permanent. They may
be revoked with changing conditions,
or may be granted only for prescribed
.
periods.
ma-terl-

Woodward. Their ability to play musical Instruments, throw a ball about,
and so on, captured the fancy of the
nation and made their owner rich.
Another novelty of this kind brought
wealth to Leonl Clarke, who taught
a cat to go up In a balloon and descend by a parachute.
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Urges Miners Not to Strike.
Denver. Governor Julius C. Gunter
July 7th Issued a proclamation addressed to the miners In the Leadville
district calling upon them not to
strike, pending adjustments of their

dispute with the operators in that district. The proclamation points out
that the National Congress is considering legislation to reduce the cost of
True Optimism.
food and that similar legislation will
"True optimism never closes Its be taken up by the Colorado Legislaeyes to the formidable enemies of hope ture
when it meets in special session
and happiness, but goes out armed July 18th.
and armored to meet them."
.
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other hand, prove that something
more than easy descriptions of real
estate la uecessary If taxes are to be
we ven
collected. This something,
ture, Is collectors who collect, officers
who do the work they are paid for.
Two officers were charged under
VAST SUM REMAINS UNCOL- the law In force when these taxes were
PE-- ;
LECTED FOR 1912-1- 5
levied with the duty of tax collection
the county treasurer directly, and
, RIOD ;
RECORDS OF
the dlBtrlct attorney Indirectly. The
COUNTIES SHOWN.
county treasurer was required to distrain and sell personal property and
to sell certificates on real estate, IsNew Collection Law
suing a deed therefor after the ex:
Susceptible to Abuse piration of the period of redemption.
There were faults In this process
but they did not seem to prevent
(From New Mexico Tax Itevlw.)
According to tabulations made by tax collecting In Lincoln county. The
the commission there are outstanding district attorney also had the power
uncollected taxes of 1912, 1913, 1914 (and still has It) to reduce a tax to
a personal Judgment. The machinery
and 1915, as follows:

SINCE STATEHOOD

Due as Extended
on the Tax Holla.

....

1912
1913

.1

....
....
....

1914
1916

Total

3.4X3.r,71.h5

3.870,871. 6
J.ti39,&M.ri9
3,734.950.09

15,958.640.71

14,613.716.43

Curry

Dona Aana
Eddv

'.

Urant

Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKlnley . .
Mora
Otero
Quay
Klo Arriba . .
Roonevelt , ,
Handoval . .
Ban Juan ...
Fan Miguel ..
Pants Ke .. . .
Hierra
Hocorro . , . .
TaoB

Torrance.
Union
Valencia

.

.

.

. . .

$

508, 582.17

88.

9

9

653.05

lieliniiint-

Total
groups of thirteen
counties each, one group has a total
delinquency of pjn,9fiS.42, or 27 per
cent of the total for all counties, and
the other a tot:il of $1.0::i.S.",.S;, or
73 per cent of th? total for all counties. The list, grouped by percentages, Is as follows:

into

Lincoln
Luna .
Quiiv

j

99.5
0

.

JUKInliy

Curry
Dona Ana
Colfnx
Orant

'

97.5
97.5
96.6
96.0

HooHevolt

95.0
95.0
95.0

TaoH

94.0

Otero
Avernpe

95.6

Bernalillo

Till

1

26

J1.444.S24.28

Torrance
Mora
Oundulupe
Union
Valencia
Pan Mlirucl
Eddy
Han Juan
'haves
Rio Arriba
Santa Ke
Socorro
Sandoval . .
Avorrtifrt

.

91.0

of TotnL
16.3
15.5

'

S3.

,

18.2
1".7
5.

100. 0

one-fourt-

one-thir-

TAXES REQUIRED ON EACH $100
OF NEEDED TAXES TO MAKE

WOIIST

?!

"'J

Bernalillo
Tuns
Sierra

ciuxti::s.

"

,

HooHcvelt

J- -r'
J-

..............

-

o.i.v

If all counties did as well as Lincoln, the total delinquency would be
only $79,702.70; If all did as poorly
as Sandoval, It would amount to
$5,n:c,9in.st.
The delinquency In Sandoval, if collected, would pay off the entire county debt, including the amount due
on county salary certificates, r.nd
leave a balance of nearly $10,000. This
delinquency ia greater by nearly
than twice the country tax levy
In Sandoval county In 1910. And this
counts the delinquency for only four
years.
In Socorro county the delinquency
for four years totals $1 5U50.0Í ; the
entire county bonded debt is $173,000;
The entire levy for 191G Is
The delinquent taxes In this
country would almost pay the county
debt or their collection would enable
the county to dispense with ail taxes
for county purposes for a year, after
paying to the state Its proportionate
share of these taxes. And the amazing amount has been piled up in four
years.
Tr.e accompanying map shows
graphically the rec.ird of each countv
for the period covered by these
It also points clearly to the
cause of delinquency.
All our counties operate under the
same law. The law has been, and Is,
weak. But where nine counties collect 95 per cent of taxes levied, or
better, It is fairly clear that delinquency Is not altogether or even principally chargeable to the law. Nor
It to s matter cf faulty descriptions of
real estate, although this Is a factor.
Yaoa and Mora demonstrate that good
$10,-tO-

,

$!38,-9S5.2-

fig-ure-

COUNTIES.
Additional Tax

Needed to Make
Oootl ttic
Delinquents.

COUNTIKS

t

.50
2.30
2.57
2.57
3.63
4,18
5.25
6.25
5.25
5.80
6

otero

Torrance
Mora
(iundnlupe
Union
Valencia
hi.huw
J jfMiy
San Juan
Chaves
Klo Arriba,
''

Snt
Socorre

3S

8.10
9.28
9.98
10.49
11.73
13.65
13.65
14.29
-- -

.,

rHt

xXtlut.
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a new law on tax collec-ih- e
last legislature.
The machinery is a little better. Errors
can be corrected. The title to property sold to the county for taxes vests in
the county, and the property, not the
tax certificate can he sold. This la
provides, as to items of taxes exceeding $25, a somewhat better method than did the old law. As to items
of less than $25 there Is no Improvement In procedure. In one respect
the new law contains a dangerous provision capable of serious abuse. This
provision is contained In section 8,
which reads as follows:
Sec. 6. In entering judgment in all
such cases the clerk shall add to tho
amount of tax, penalties and costs, a
chown by such delinquent tax list, C
per centum of the total amount dua
from each person, or upon each lot or
parcel of property deschhed, which 5
per centum when collected shall D
paid over to the county treasurer and
covered into the court fund of thfl
There

I
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1912-191-

3

II. CralK

Hamilton

B.

4

C. A.

Luis

1

Hunker
Armljo

K.

Robert

C.

auctions in seven

e

pub-

count:e3

2.759
4.962

Kernalillo

$

9.896

Oona Ana
itero . .
Torrance
Lincoln
(

Guadalupe.
Mora

San Mitruel
Kddy

Dow

Curry
Roosevelt
Chaves

J. a. VauBlit

Orant

7

U. P. Owen

Valencia

8

"Henry A. Kilo r
C. L. Collins
Ed. F. Saxon

Luna

sierra

Socorro

Colfax
Ouay

"aos

Union

Total
further possible evil in
There
section 6. Although it is reasonable
to suppose that no fees will be paid
special counsel before taxes. are actually collected, this section does not
specifically forbid such payment. A
mere judgment against the delinquent
taxpayer, if not followed up and enforced by the sale of the property,
will not secure any more taxes than
Is a

FARMER BEHIND THE

TIMES

Hli Wife Tells How She Has Lived
for Many Yecrs Without Modern '
Conveniences.

In the American Magazine a fanner's wife tells of some of her experiences. She says:
"My husband does not, or will not
realize that the world has moved, and
that what were luxuries a generation
aso are necessities now. One of my
children died of typhoid fever, the
germs of which were, no doubt, brought
by flies from the house down the road
where they had the disease; for we
haven't a screen door In the house, and
county.
only a few cheap adjustable screens.
When ever special counsel shall be
"We sleep on feather beds, because
employed to conduct such proceedings mattresses cost money, and the feather
such 5 per centum shall be paid co bed.4 were In the house a part of the
such counsel by order of the court, furnihings'thflt rmarrlefl, when I todk
upon warrants drawn against such my husband for better or for worse. We
court fund, and shall constitute tht? have chulrs with rounds missing, worn
compensation of any special counsel carpets, nicked 'dishes and cooking
for all services rendered In any such utensils that have lone since outlived
proceedings. Whenever the board of their usefulness.
county commissioners shall deem it
"filie house Is Inconvenient, and for
;(e 'tnncb
(hut 'reason uloue Uioukov.-osI- :

Special songs
Reading of the minutes
Welcome address, F M Hughes
Response to address of welcome. Fred Tinker, J. H. Fullerj
and Mrs. Grover Hamilton
Presidents address, C E Hunt
Special Songs
Reports from the schools ,

Joe Gilstrap has painted his
Ford till it looks like new and
run3 as well as it looks.
AllE

YOU ONE OF THEM?

Hessian

Colonel Killed.

While the officers drank and sang
Washington's men had fought their
way Into the outskirts of the town.
The British cannon was captured and
trained down the streets on their
former owners. The sound of firing
brought realization of the danger to
Colonel Itnhl and he rushed from the
Hunt house to form his men. He was
a brave man, but he hnd stayed too
More than
long at his merrymaking.
a thousand Hessians had surrendered
already. .Colonel Halil rallied some
men and made n show of resistance.
Almost the first fire wounded him mor
tally.
When
the nesslans saw their
commander fall, some of them started
to retreat toward Princeton. But
Washington sent a detachment to head
them off and they soon surrendered.
Long before noon the Americans
were in possession of the entire city
and the British and Hessian prisonersj
were being transported across the river
Washington eont
for
couriers to congress With the Joyful
news. It spread quickly over the coun
try and enthused the cause of liberty
so well that Washington was able tc
hold his army together and face the,
British In the r.ptlng with determina
tion and courage.

As a canary grows old, It will be noticed that Its claws get long and catcl
on the perches and 'wires ns It hops
about the cage. In a state of nature
the activity of the bird as It moves
about on the ground or among twigs'
and limbs keeps the claws properly
worn down. .Confined In o cage, thu
bird's claws become entirely too'long.
1
It Is necessary, therefore, to trim
them with a pair of sharp scissors every few months. It is important to
watch the condition of the claws carefully, ns by catching they may causo
a broken leg. In each claw n slender
blood vessel extends well down toward
the tip. This may be seen on close
examination through the transparent
sheath of theclaw. In trimming cut
well beyond this canal and take special care not to break the leg while
handling the bird.
In cage birds the horny covering of
our taxes. Without such action no
bill, ns well as the claws, somethe
can
be
Improvement
permanent
J. L. Swaim is the new ware- times becomes distorted through
houseman for the Goodman growth without sufficient wear. The
harder than It ought to be, find housetips of the mandibles niay.be pared
work is hard enough In all conscience Mercantile Co.
down with a shnrp knifa. but care
on a farm. We have no water In the
must he taken not to cut deep enougi
house. For 25 years I have fetched
Hon. Serapio Miera, of Union to reach the quick.
and carried water. There are two
steps between the kitchen and the din- county was in Roy Thursday and
Be Prepared to Meet Trouble.
ing room, which, by the way, was for called to talk over the political
is a serious side to life as well
There
no
place
merly a bedroom and has
for situation with us. He is alive to ns
one. The avernge mother
a
carefree
a stove. The 'parlor Is across a hall
should remember this and should lm
politics
in
in
all
is
going
on
that
from the main part of the house and Is
the wisdom of
New Mexico and his recollection press upon her family
inly opened on special occasions."
being prepnred to meet whatever trou
of wrongs endured in the past ble comes Into the home.
makes him an ardent worker for
Everyone has his or her burdens to
THE SWORD OF WASHINGTON
bear,
and the
habit of
reform.
o
coming forward and making collections
for persons in trouble Isn't In vogue
The
The Bword of Washington.
Mr. Mace, who owns a home- these days. It is a good thing, too, that
staff of Franklin. Oh, sir, what assotimes hnve changed, for no one need be
ciations ore linked with these names! stead in the S. F. Davis neighdependent upon public or private charwhose sword, as my
Washington
borhood
from
his ity If he or she looks ahead, acknowlarrived here
friend lias said, was never drawn but
edges his or her responsibilities and
in the cause of Ws country, and never home in West Virginia Wednessheathed when wielded In his coun- day and is rooming at the uses the proper means to meet them.
As a rule It Is always the extravagant
try's cause. Franklin the philoso- Kitchell house for
a long stay und unsystematic
person who has to
pher of the thunderbolt, the printing
He is glad to get back to call for aid ; but the woman who look!
press, and the plow share. John here.
Qulncy Adams.
the high, dry and windy mesa fit life 'from a business standpoint
who assumes her responsibilities Is
it a ir
and many friends gladly greet always
independent and never finds It
To "be prepared for war Is one of
necessary to seek assistance from
the most effectual means oi preserv-lu- g him as a 'Good old scout."
others.
fieuoe. WusliiiQtun.
d.

I

congregation.

$5.15.

As usual many people on this
masa planted a bt more summer
3.942
3.00(1.
crop than they could ever hope
to cultivate properly and as a
1.782
3.000
l.uOU
result the weeds will take thou,.'L'j?7
sands of acres that would, if
.745
kept free from weeds yield thou2.742
3,000
1.82.4
1,000
of beans and
5.8 4
10.439 sands or bushels
is
grain.
small task to
a
It
6.121
3.000
1.500
8.;ti
plant
more acres
a
or
hundred
l.ltifc
14.154 but it is another matter to culti."11
2,834
2.750
vate it properly. Fred Brown
"j7
3.391
has ten men with hoes cutting
3.315
3,000
8
1,000
weeds in his bean field of over
11,923
7.712
300 acres besides the teams and
0,222
3.000
cultivators and every available
,17
760
"0
tj:0
".9" man, woman and child in town
t 72,127 and country is in the army fight$ 32,250
t 72.127
ing the war of the russian thistle
One fourth as
and pigweed.
Yours very truly,
HArtRY L. PATTON.
many acres and better preparaAttorney General.
tion of the fields and cultivation
But vigorous action upon the part
would have yielded double the
thing
Is
the
of the present officers
needed to Improve the collection of crop we will get.
8.175

Of the District Sunday School
Convention to be held at Solano
the fifth Sunday in July Embracing the following Bible Schools
Solano, Mosquero, The two Bible
Schools at No. 59 and the Brad".
'
ley Bible School.
10:00 a m Concert singing by

during the month of June, sixty-on- e
were to citizens of New Mex
ico and eight to
the latter buyers coming from
Minnesota, Kansas, Texas and
The largest tract
California.
12 - noon Dinner, Everybody
sold was 13,343 acres in Colfax bring full lunch baskets
county, the smallest being 38
1:30 p m Concert singing
acres. Small tracts again presinging, two songs by
Special
dominated in the auctions, fifty
tracts being of each Bible School represented
of the sixty-nin- e
Address "A Great Bible School
640 acres or less, Of the remain
Mosquero
ing 19 tracts, 13 were of 1200 Vision" Bro. Tinker,
"Grading a Bible School" W.
acres or less and only four above
T.
Loftin
5,000 acres.
"Caring
for the children" M.
tracts sold conThe sixty-nin- e
L. Wood
tained a total of 67,696.33 acres
"Succeeding with Adult Pupils
and brought a total price of $493
Million
I.A.
411.33, or an average of $7.29 an
Special
singing
acre.
to
teach and how to
What
Curry county, 9 tracts, per
it.
teach
acre $9.61
Singing.
Coliax county, 29 tracts averBusiness Session Election of
age per acre $6.48
meeting
Mora county, 8 tracts, 5,050. officers, place of next
and unfinished business.
79 acres average $6.61
President.
C. E. Hunt.
San Miguel county, 6 tracts at

There are a great many people who
would be veiy much benefitted by taking Chamberlain's Tudlets for a weak
or disordered stomach. Are you one
of them? Mrs. M. K. Searl, Raldwins- ville, N. Y.' relates her experience in
the use of these tablets; "I had a bad
spell with my stomach about six
mouths ago, and was troubled for two
or three weeks with gas and severe
pains in the pit of my stomach. Our
druggist advised me to take Chamber-ain'- s
Tablets. I took a bottle home
and thu first dose relieved me wonderfully, and ! kept on taking them until
to not
I was cured," These tablets
Possible
has
after
the
pun
relieve
but
pain,
Fee Delln- qnencie
Total for been relieved may prevent its recur1912-1Each Pl.t rence,

"a1?::.:::::::

T. E. Meara

6

Salarles.
3,ono
1.000

Juan
Ke
Arriba

Santa
Klo

"in.,

11.

San

(vu-Tin vlé q
t
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Sandoval
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OF TAXES IN THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO,

on EaC.i $100

Lincoln
Luna
(Juay
McKinlcy
Curry . .
Dona Ana
Colfax
Cirant

COI.EECTIXG

1I

GOOD
BY

sixty-ninf
Santa Fe, N.
sales of state land made at

'

the old law when not vlgoroosly
enforced. If special counsel were employed and paid when Judgments art
rendered our court funds could ba
looted and delinquent taxes atlll go
uncollected.
Upon this point the attorney genthe suits required under this act, and
therefore a special counsel Is neces- eral, at the request of the tax comsary at a substantial fee. We believe mission, has ruled as follows:
this is wholly unsupported by the State Tax Commission,
Santa Fé, New Mexico.
facts and that district attorneys are
Gentlemen: I am In receipt of your
willing and ready to perform any duties required of them In their capa- recent letter, requesting construction
of Section 6, Chapter 80, Laws of 1917,
city as public officers.
If the district attorneys act for their the same being "An Act Relating to
counties under this law the 5 per cent Delinquent Taxes."
The section referred to provides
penalty exacted under each Judgment
will be paid into the county court that 5 per centum of the amount of
fund and will save just that much to tax penalty and costs be Included In
the counties In the cost of the courts. the Judgment, and that said .6 per
If special counsel is employed this centum, when collected, shall be paid
jum will be wholly lost to the counties. over to the county treasurer and covThe present salaries of the various ered Into the court fund of the coundistrict attorneys, their names and the ty. The section further provides that
names and salaries of their assistants, whenever special counsel shall be emwith the amount of penalties which ployed to conduct proceedings In such
can possibly be collected in each case, such 5 per centum shall be paid
to such special counsel by order of
county, appear herewith.
If only hnlf the delinquent taxes are the court, upon warrant drawn against
collocted the fees would more than such court fund, and shall constitute
pay the salaries of all the district at- the compensation for such special
torneys and their assistants for a year. counsel.
In my opinion, the 5 per centum reAs the work of collecting delinquent
taxes year after year Is continuous, ferred to constitutes all of the compenthese penalties, If the work is done sation to which such special counsel Is
Furthermore, I am of the
by the regular officers as It should entitled.
be, will each year pay a considerable opinion that, unless such 5 per centum
part of the cost of the courts. If it is actually collected and paid Into
is paid out In special fees this large the court fund, as provided in the act,
sum collected annually will be largely the same shall not. be available to
There Is no good reason such special counsel. In other words,
wasted.
why the district attorneys should net this 5 per centum cannot be paid to
of the court
do this work as well a3 or better than the special counsel out
fund unless the gamo has been col- special counsel.

below:

92.6
91.5

HTKEX

92.5
7S.0
94.0
91.0
88.0
88.0

I'er Cent
-

ill
n

H

do, such special counsel may be employed for the purpose
of conducting any such proceedings.
The reason given for this provision
Is that because district attorneys are
paid a salary they will not conduct

lecting county pays about
more state tax than hs
to
would be compelled to do if all taxes
assessed were collected promptly, lie
pays ajso a larpe additional percentage to cover delinquent collection of
county and local taxes. He gains
nothing from the laxity of
his local officers. How much this
costs the paying taxpayer for each
lo100 actually needed for slate and
cal purposes Is showp for each county

94.5

i;t!" r';

1

'

.

expedient so to

Hatidovnl.

hkkt collkctix-'thirti:::n counties.
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y

84 5

.

235.569.80
223.417.55
202.9!'4.S2
154.250.03
84,128.84

1

J

I
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Respectfully,
C. PLUM LEE.
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P5.0
68.5
65.0
87.5

4S4. 403.24
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97.
84.

$1,444,824.28

$

6

cut....

Divided

.

86.0
96.0
9.5
99.5
98.0
97.5
90.5
91.1

36 .463.08
44 588.22
14 .866.51
43 513.42
23, 330.18
84 .128.84
65 ,184.85
117. 497.07
99 242.64
19 430.04
154 ,250.03
12 ,632.76
81 ,565.85
67 .699.18
66 ,907.08

Counties
per cent or over
from 90 to 94 per cent
from 85 to 89 per cent....
from 80 to 84 per cent....
from 75 to "9 per
lea than 75 per cent

.....J

,

V

::rP"í'Ttt"n'ír'1r"'''w

I

V
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non-residen-

mills, not counting
and municipal taxes.
The taxpayer who pays In a bad col-

95

jam

l,!',,nflt"p-,,'F!ni."wii"-

IHl".JUU....

96 6
96 0

66, 695.48
64. 849.27
3 152.04
11 155.96

Amount

Socorro.

w9mám
jjlflj

94.6
84.5
ICO

78. 847.60
120 238.86
64 .462.65
17 .127.43

646.50
122 425.79

14,711.59

countieB, 8.11
school district

Collect
Collect
Collnct
Collect
Collect

"

91.0

3

319,685.49
607.815.1'8
494.3.91.18

It appears from the foregoing table
that the counties ore grouped by percentages as follows:
jvl!pct

j

I r Cent
Uncoil ected. Col'c'd.

1,300,642.85
1.201.950.61
1,141.482.48
453.110.88
821.647.16
768.171.17
950.621.70
466.236.90
463.716.19
627,473.91
335.029.75
352.394.15
472,298.40
507,668.26
230,081.91
893,509.22
179.457.08
304.287.37
830.980.68
539.006.96
237.230.61
640,225.87

14,513.716.43

Total

91.5
91.0

$1,444.824.28

Collected.

15.958,540.71

$

358.233.88

3Í.6. 779.54

inter-count-

on the Tax Holla.
1.379,490.45
$
1.322.189.47
1,206.935.13
470,238.31
857,193.66
S80.696.96
1,007.317.1
621,086.17
466.868.23
638.629.87
344.682.80
388.8Í.7.23
616.886.62
622.014.77
273.595.33
41C.839.40
2C3.58S.9t
359,472.23
94. 477.75
638.248.50
216. 660.65
694.475.90
197.244.35
351,241.34
575,414.26
661,298.24

'.

Hospital.

was in existence,
ties it didn't move.
The taxpayers In the counties which
fall to collect a reasonable percentage of taxes should understand fully
the significance of this failure In
terms of their own taxes. Except In
a minor degree this is not an
matter. The state tax la 1915
was 3.05 mills the county tax for all

Due bi Extended

Bernalillo
Chav
Colfax

-

but In some coun-

Delinquents for 191C taxes are not
yet available, as the last half of the
collections for that year la now being
The above are completed
made.
years. It Is almost a year since the
last half of 1915 taxes were due, yet
that year shows only 88 per cent collections.
By counties for the four years the
results are even more significant.
COUNTY

3.2112,343.16

pa-

trons for some time that I would
prepare myself to fit glasses.
I wish to notify them that we
are now prepared to- test the
eyes and fit glasses at the Plum-le- e

Ier Cent
Uncollected. Col'c'd.
93.
I 221. 22. 69

Collected.

4,233.651.13
3.997.7S5.47
4,243,032.26

I have been promising my

j

liiiiiliniiii'iiiiiiniiiLT'"

TOTAUI.444,824

YEAR

Program

Notice

collections can be had in counties
largoly covered by ancient Spanish
grants. Chaves and Eddy, on th

TAXES

DELINQUENT

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

